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IN THE SUPREME COURT 'F THE UNITED STATES

AUGUST SPECIAL TERM, 1958

JOHN AARON, ET AL.,

Petitioners,

a NO. 1 MISC.
WILLIAM 0. COOPER, ET AL.., MEMBERS
OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTOR S OF THE
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS INDEPENDENT
SCHOOL DISTRICT, and VIRGIL T.
BLOSSOM, SU PERINTENDENT 0F SCHOOLS,

Respondents.

Washington, D. C.

August "A, 1958

The above-entitled natte: came on for oral argument

at 12 noon.

PRESENT:

The Chief Justice, Earl Warren, and Associate

Justices Black, Frankfurter, Douglas, Burton, Clark,

Harla~n, Brennan, and Whittaker.

APPEARANCES:

On behalf off Petitioners:

Thurgood Marsh.all, Eaq.

On behalf off Respondents:

Richard C, Butler, Esq.
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APPEARANCE.S (continued):

On behalf of the United States:

J. Lee Rankin, Esq,, Solicitor General,



PROCEE DINGS '

The Chief Justice: The Court is now convened in

special term to consider an &pplication by the petitioners

for the vacation of the order of the United States Court

of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, staying the issue of its

mandate, and for a stay of the order of the United States

District Court for the Eastern District of Arkansas of

June 21, 1958 in John Aaron, et al, vs. William G. Cooper,

et al.

The order of the argument will be, first, the petitioner;

second, the respondent, and then the Solicitor General and,

thereafter, either of the parties in rebuttal of the

Solicitor General, if they are so advised, the respondent

to speak last.

Mr. Butler, we will now entertain a motion to admit

for the purposes of this case any associate that you may have.

Mr. Butler: Your Honor, in connection with this case I

have Mr. John Haley of Little Rock, Arkansas, who is not yet

a member of this Court. He is substituting for Mr. A.F.

House.

I also have as co-counsel the president of the Little

Rock School Board, who is an attorney, Mr. Wayne Upton.

We do not know at this point, Your Honor, whether they

will participate in argument or not; we do not anticipate

that they will.

-..



We did not know the order until Your Honor Just

announced it, and if we have the rebuttal, then I shall

probably carry the burden of all the argument.

-i
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The Chief Justice s Should you wish later, Mr.

Butler, to have either of these gentlemen admitted for

the purposes of this case, we will be glad to hear you.

Mr. Butler: Thank you, sir.

Your Honor, one other thing: I don't know that

it has been made a matter of record yet, and I do not believe

the Court has announced that the Honorable J. William

Fulbright, United States Senator from Ar' ansas, has filed

motion for leave to file a brief, together with the brief.

The Chief Justice: Yes, we have the two.

Mr Butler : Senator Fulbright is present . He

does not expect to participate in the argument .

The Chief Justice: Yes.

We have two, two motions of that kind, which will

be taken care of in due course.

Mr. Butler: Thank you.

The Chief Justice : Number one, miscel.ane '

John Aaron, Et, Al, Petitioners, versus William A. Cooper,

Et . Al, members of the Board of Director o£ the Little Rock,

Arkansas, Independent School District, .Ad Virgil T. Blossol,

Superintendent of Schools. Mr. i'ar&sa11?

The Clerk: Counsel arc present.

ARGUMENT ON HALF O' PETITIONERS

By Mr. Iershall:

Mr. Marshall: May i.t please the Court, this
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afternoon's extraordinary session was necessitated because

of the fact of the constitutional ri.,ghts of the petitioners

here, the Negro plaintiffs in the cases below, their right

to remain in attendance at a desegregated school in Central

High School, Little Rock.

And this was pursuant to court order; and I would

like to emphasize that at outset the rights we are seeking

protection for are not rights that are in the abstract, but

rights that have been determined, not necessarily by the

Brown Decision, but the Court will remember that in this case,

the District Court approved a plan of desegregation.

The plaintiffs below appealed to the Court of

Appeals of the Eight Circuit, and it was affirmed, and the

court record also shows that in September of last year there

were two applications for stay to Judge Davies, sitting

specially in the District Court for the Eastern District

of Arkansas, and they were both denied.

So the rights we seek are rights that have been

recognized by the Federal Courts and, as such, we believe

they are in a different category from a normal litigant

in an injunction proceeding prior to judgement.

.:,
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However, the normal procedure in this case would adnit

that the stay of Judge Lemley' s order would have been issued

by Judge Lemley, but he did not.

He refused and declined to stay the judgment.

The Court will remember at the end of this past session

of this Court, we filed a petition for certiorari, seeking

to have this Court review Judge Lemley's decision, without

first going to the Court of Appeals under the special section

that provides that that shall happen if there is some

extraordinary situation which we thought existed, and this

Court denied the petition for certiorari, and the case went

back, or rather we went back to the Court of Appeals.

The Court of Appeals had an extraordinary session, and

set en bane, the entire court, and in a short time decided

the case in unequivocal language, that Judge Lemley's order

was wrong.

I emphasize the language because I will need that in my

argument. later.

However, two days thereafter we, having filed a motion

for the mandate to be issued forthwith, the respondent

School Board, having filed a motion to stay the mandate, we

arrived in this very extraordinary situation -- I would like

to call it an anomaly in the law, of an order appealed frog,

reversed in so far as an opinion and, of course, I rec4gnise

that Judgments and not opinions rever orders, and th n

.:J
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to have the stay issued.

And the truth or the matter is these entire proceedings,

starting with the filing of the pdition of the School Board

way back in February, asking for time, the whole purpose

of these proceedings is to get time.

The objective or the proceedings is that the Littb

Rock schools be returned from desegregated to segregated

status as of the September school term, and the order having

been declared in the opinion as being wrongfully issued,

the procedural device which is normal to stay the mandate

of a Court of Appeals only for the purpose of preserving tke

record in the Court of Appeals so it can get up here, that

is the only purpose for it; but in this case the stay of

the issuance of the mandate decided the merits of the case

directly contrary to the opinion of the case.

The opinion said that the School B3oard was not

entitled to a suspension of the integration plan. The stay

of the mandate said, "You dont t have to' act on this until

after the school term begins."

At that time the school term was to begin on September

2nd.

This Court can take judicial notice that that has been

postponed to September 8. But, at any rate, the staying of

the mandate would effectively man that if thia Coubt would

wait until October, the school term would be in session, and



I believe anybody would agree it is not educational policy

to transfer children in the middle or a school term.

So we have this extreme situation in the law of a

procedural device of staying a mandate actually ruling on

the merits in the case.

That point, plus this additional point, and that is that

the Court certainly can take judicial notice of what is

going on in the Legislature in Arkansas today.

It is quite obvious that any time spent in delay in this

matter would bring about not less litigation but more

litigation, and that is why -- and I think we are entitled to

it -- we believe that this Court must not only vacate the

stay of the Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, but I

think that in the present posture of this litigation, in the

very peculiar status that it is in, and the atmosphere that

now exists in the State of Arkansas with the Governor, the

Legislature and everybody determined to set themselves up

against the whole United States, that the only effective

relief that this Court can give that will protect the rights

of the petitioners here would be to stay the -- I mean

vacate the stay of issuance of the mandate; too, to stay

Judge Lemley' a order suspending the previous orders of the

District Court and, as was done in the Lucy case, for entirely

different reasoning, to order that the existing orders of

Judge Miller, who originally heard the case, and adge Davies,
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who heard it sitting specially assigned, last Septemiber,

be reinstated and in .ull force and effect.
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The question immediately arises as to whether this Court

has authority to do it. Well, as was pointed out in many

cases, the all writ statute, for one, gives authority and,

indeed, the procedural statute on the staying of the mandate

gives credence to our position; and if there is any exact

authority that is needed, we take the flat position that the

Lucy case says specifically that this Court has authority,

and needs go no further0

I do not believe, as might be argued, that this Court

cannot and should not go into the merits of this.

It tends to raise the question in my mind as to what

do we mean by the merits.

The merits in this case have already been decided by

the stay, and the stay is now being refused by this Court,

Jus ice Lai-ianr: Could I ask you a question?

er, Mai-shall, Yes, sires

Justice Lai-lan: You said September 8th was the post-

poned opening date?

Mr. Marshall: Yes, sir.

Lt tic L a:lan Was it the 8th or the 15th?

rX,<, M4'hs1&p September 8th is the date fixed by the

Superintendent of Schools.

There is a bill pending in the Legislature postponing it

until September 15th, for the express reason of seeing what

happens in Virginia, so they will know what to do in Arkansas,
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02 It has no relation to this case at all.

But the September date was done by the School Board

a day or so ago.

Justice Frankfurter: But if that bill passes, I take

it the Board's order will be subordinated to the legislative

direction; is that right?

Mr. Marshall: I should think that under the normal

stay procedure, the Legislature could supersede the School

Board and, indeed, the difficulty out there is that it is

all going along much -- I mean both are working the same way,

it seems to me, insofar as the stay is concerned.

The merits of this case, the one issue in this case, is

whether or not this order or these orders, of the District

Court, approved by the Court of Appeals, can be suspended for

a time,

Justice Whittaker: Approved by the Court of Appeals?

Mr. Marshall: Yes, sir,

Justice Whittaker: The first plan?

Mr. Marshall: The first plan, no, sir; the original

plan.

Justice Whittaker: Ch.

Mr. Mrshall: The original plan that was approved by

the Court.

Justice Frankfurter: May I ask you this on something

you said Just a few minutes ago: Which order of Judge Divies,

~~ :
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o3 the original order approving the plan proposed by the School

Board, was it, you stated, by Judge Miller?

Mr. Marshall. Judge Miller.

Justice Frankfurter: What the judgment of Judge Davies

later repeated, in effect, that, other than the order relating

to the intervention of troops, that didn't deal with that

problem?
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Mr. Marahall2 No, sir; Mr. Justice Frankurter.

What happened was as soon as the Governor threatened to

tring out the troops, the School Board went to Judge Davies,

and asked for instructions, and he told them to move ahead

with the plan.

Subsequent to that time, a day or so later, I do not

remember the exact date, I can get it for you though, sir,

the Board formally appeared before Judge Davies and asked for

the right to postpone the operation of the plan, and Judge

Davies ordered them "to proceed forthwith with the plan,"

and the petition filed by the respondents here requested

the Court to stay the whole business, saying that they con-

sidered the first order of Judge Miller to be in effect an

injunction, and if not, then the order of Judge Davies,

but it was aimed at all three, the petition, as set forth.

Justice Frankfurter: I was looking for it in the

record in the Court of Appeals. Never mind.

Mr. Marshall: It is in the full rec xrd, air.

What actually happened was that the original was, as I

understand it, rather informally requested of Judge Davies,

Tie second one was a formal one, a hearing d a ruling,

a prompt ruling then and there, so that they were under

orders, to use the uorieof the District Court, to proceed

with the plan, and they sought relief froa it.

Justice Frankfurter: But am I right in undestanding
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that after the original order of the District Court, pre-

sided over by Judge Miller, in whidtihe cancelled the order

of the School Board at length --

Mr. Marshall: Yes, sir.

Justice Frankfurter: (Continuing) -- and issued an

order for its carrying out -

Mr. Marshall: Yes, sir.

Justice Frankfurter: (Continuing) That Judge Davies

appears on the Judicial scene on the basis of a petition or

whatever it was called, by the School Board itself asking

for instructions ?

Mr. Marshall: Yes, sir.

And then they petition asking a postponement of relief .

Justice Frankfurter: Those are separate things. They

first asked for instructions, and in view of the imminent

or actually executed order of the Governor for the troops

iere; is that right ?

Mr. Marshall: Yes, sir -- no, sir; to keep from carrying

the plan out. It is Just that they did not because of this

atmosphere or situation, they wanted to be relieved from

putting the children in school as of that September.

Justice Frankrter: September, that is what I wanted

to kno.

Were these two separate legal pieces of paper fited by the

School Board, one for instructions, and another aund separa

~ ~.-,



petiton by them to be allowed to postpone the direction

th~eretofwe given by the Court?

Mr. Marshall: That is as I understand it.

Justice Fransfurter: They were two separate orders?

Mr. Marshall: Yea, sir; as I read it.

Justice Frankfturter i All right.

Mr. Marshall: With the permission of the Court, we

can get those from the record. We do not have those with us.

Justice Frankfurter: But that is you' understanding?

Mr. Marshall: Yes, sir.

Justice Frankfur'ter: All right.

Mr. Marshall: I think that along that line, Mr.

Justice Frankfurter, I should also point out that while Judge

Miller's opinion was appealed to the Court of Appeals, and the

Court of Appeals affirmed it, we took the position we would

carry it no further, and went back to work along with whatever

could be dIone, and I think that --

3Justice Frankfurter: That order was not sought to be

brought here?

Mr. Marshall: No, sir. We let it stay right there, and

let it go back, as such, and considered ourselves bound by it.
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6 Justice Frankfurter: You could not very well

bring it here?

Mr. Marshall: Oh, no, sir; no, we lost.

Justice Frankfurter: What was that?

Mr. Marshall: Judge Miller's opinion approving

this plan, we opposed that .

Jus t ice Frankfurter: Yes .

Mr. Mrshall: And we urged The Court of Appeals

to reverse it .

Justice Frankfurter: I see.

Mr. arshall: Because it required too much time .

Justice Frankfurter: The board was satisfied or

they would not bring it here, and you rested on the plan

as affirmed by the District Court, confirmed by the DistrictI. Court, and the District Court, including an affirmance by the

Court of Appeals.

Mr. Marshall: Yes, sir; on the theory that it

would work out .

Justice Frankfurter: Yes.

Mr. Marshall: With the permission of the Court,

I would like to, just in a measure, go into some of the

background of this case, because, as we see it, the facts in

this case are so clearly set out in the opinion of the

Court of Appeals that in our brief, and now we do not think

it is necessary to go in too great detail, but there are one
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or two points that I think need emphasizing.

That is that the record will show that with the

exception of the one time that the School Board asked for

affirmative relief when a white parent obtained judgement

in a chancery court, to which Governor Faubus and other

people had testified, and the Chancery Judge ruled that the

School Board should be enjoined from carrying out the plan

which the District Court had approved, the School Board did

on that occasion go in to Judge Dovies and promptly Judge

lvies enjoined the enforcement of that status judgement,

and that was affirmed by the Court of Appeals for the

Eighth Circuit .

With the exception of that, the only relief that

the School Board has asked from the District Court is postpone-

ment.

They have asked for no relief in an affirmative

way to help this thing along.

That goes back from the two requests in September

of last year and, bear in mind, that the petition in this

case which is before you today, was asked for way back in

February. It was around February that they gave up.

That is when they asked for this relief, and it sat

there for awhile until Chief Judge Gardner assigned Judge

Lem1ey to hear it, and the hearing took piace in the early

part of June,
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So on that basis it seems to us, that the

Government points out in its brief and, as we point out in

our brief, that there was an affirmative duty on the

School Board to get help in this situation, arnd the only

objection at all was that the community was opposed to it .

7 fols
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SThe other point that they rely on in their memorandumi

and in their brief is that a stay of this will help, and

in the District Court, in the Court of Appeals, and in the

response tiat they tiled to our petition, and up to the

present 'ay, with the exception of two points, one that

Govezor Faubus might not be in office two and a half years

from now, and that certain statutes of Arkansas now being

litiga ted might be decided within two and a half years, with

the reception of those two points, as of this minute the

Scnool Board has not given anybody any information of what

they propose to do in the two and a half years while these

rights are being suspended.

In the question of a stay or the vacation of a stay,

and in cases cited in our brief, we point out that the law

is quite similar between the two, especially the Virginia

case and the Kasper-Brittain case, and a few others we

cite in our brief, that there has got to be a showing of,

one, the irreparable harm on one Bide as against that on

the other side,

The record shows that these children will graduate

so, so far as matters now stand, if they are in segregated

schools next year their rights are Just gone. I mean, that

is the end of that.

On the other hand, the statute which afirmtively

gives the right of the Court, 2101(f) of ani court to stay
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issuance of mandates, provides that the court may, if

necessary, require supersedeas of some fon, and again this

case, solely because of the peculiar situation, the states

never required to give bond, and so they are not even

required to give, and we have a complete change or status.

When this case was heard those children in the

Central High School, now seven, there were nine -- one

graduated, Ernest Green graduated, one Minniejean Brown

was expelled, leaving seven -- those seven were in an

integrated school sys tem. They had been there for a year.

Under Judge Lemley's order, they are taken out,

ad Mthat is not only a change of status, it is a physical

change of statue, and they are taken out as of -- it will

only be effective, so far as they are concerned, come

opening of the school, because school has been in recess.

But that complete change of status must have some

extraordinary reason to be sustained,

The normal procedure is to maintain the status quo,

and I submit that Judge Lemley was the one that should have

stayed an order, not the Court of Appeals to stay its order

reversing him; and we finally take the flat position that

on the merits of this case we are entitled to relief, not

that we need to establish that point in order to get relief,

but we take the position that the opinion of the Court of

Appeals was so clear that the respondents here have nothing
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that they could successfully bring to this Court.

In many or the rulings of this Court, in chamber,

there have been taken into consideration the possibility of

whether or not you actually have a justiciable issue,

recognizable by this Court2 and the petitioners have no such

ease.

And yet they can toy around with the situation, and

effectively deny these rights by using procedural devices,

such as a motion to stay.

Justice Frankfurter: There is a difference

between a justiciable issue and eventually suaceeding on it.

Mr. Marshall: In this Court you need more than a

justifiable issue. You need an issue that, one, is

cognizable by this Court, and is sufficient to get a suffi-

cient number of justices to agree with it.

Justice Franicfurter: Yes.

Mr. marshall: I mean, it is more than Just a

justiciable issue.

Justice Frankfurter: When you say they have no

Justiciable issue, they have a justiciable issue.

Mr. Marshall: Oh, yes. I think there is no

question about that, but we take the position that under the

Lucy case it has ro weight at this time before this Court.

Justice Clark: What is the basis of your belief

that they would not transfer the students in the event the
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ease took its regular course?

Mr. Marshall: I would say, Mr. JusLtice Clark, that

there is considerable authority among educators that it is

not well -- it is not good educational practice to transfer

students in the middle of' a year.

As to one or two days, I imagine that would be all

right, but in the middle --

Justice Clark: Have they advised you to that effect,

t he School Board?

Mr. Marshall: No, sir; no, sir. Not at all. But

I was basing that solely on good educational practices.

Justice Whittaker: Mr. Marshall --

Mr. Marshall: Yes, sir.

Justice Whittaker: Are you urging both a vacation

of the Eighth Circuit' s order withholding mandate and a stay

of Judge Lemleyr judgment or an alternative ?

Mr. Marshall: I am urging them both.

Justice Whittaker: Conjunctively?

Mr. Marshall: Conjunctively and, Mr. Jwutice,

I would also say that because of' the developments now going

on in Arkansas, that this case should be decided on its

merits, and it could be done. There are precedents in this

8 Court whore that has been done.

BLa
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irry Justice Frankfurter: That is what you have asced1 for in your petition?

Mr. Marshall: That is true, Mr'. Justice Frankfurter.

But, to be perfectly frank, I am thinking about the Lustig case

where, as I remember, the petition for certiorari was filed

during argument, and in this case, I think, that, as we said

in our original petition for certiorari, which this Court can

reconsider on its own motion, our original petition for

certiorari, when that was filed, this Court said, you will

remember that, "We have no doubt that the Court of Appeals

will recognize the vital importance of the time element in

this litigation, and that it will act upon the application for

a stay of the appeal in ample time to permit arrangements

to be made for the next school year."

On the basis of that language, which was the basis

for denying our petition for certiorari, I think present

developments in the Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit

and conditions as they exist in Arkansas, would, at least,

impel this Court to order that it be heard on its merits.

Now, we have no authority, as such. We could file

a petition for certiorari, but we considered it, and, to be

perfectly frank with the Court, we took the position that it

had been done before, and that this Court could do it, re-

consider our petition filed in June, and order argument on it

or could consider it right here and now.
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The only thing, X believe, that the way this case

stands, there must be a definitive decision -- I hate to use

the two together -- I mean it is bad English, but it is the

best way I can do, that there be no doubt in Arkansas that

the orders off that District Court down there must be respected,

and cannot be suspended, and cannot be interferred with by

the legislature or anybody else.

And less than that, I do not think will give these

young children the protection that they need, and they most

certainly deserve, and so, in answer to your question, I

would say that we requested it both, and not in the altern-

ative; and at this time we respectfully suggest that it would

be even better for this Court to decide the c:se on the merits

because the stay which is being reviewed, decided it on the

merits, and so this Court, in deciding the stay, do not see

much chance off doing it, but I do know that technically it

could be done without hitting the merits.

You consider the merits. But the ruling would

either be the stay of the mandate -- I mean the vacation of

the stay of the mandate, or the reversal of Judge Lemley's

order.

But I do not believe that would give us what we

thought would be enough, and it is because of the present

developments out there that I think this Court must consider

the whole story.
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Justice Clar:<: You have not briefed the merits?

Mr. Marshall: Sir?

Justice Clart: You have not briefed the merits

in your petition?

Mr. Marshall: In the brief? We did not; no, sir.

.O fois
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in(10) Justice Clark: You would file another brief; is
gb

that your idea?

Mr. Marshall: No, sir; we would be prepared to

argue; and,with permission, to submit a brief , and we could

do a brief on this case in less than half a day.

We are prepared to argue it now, with the right to

submit a brief at a later time; because Judge Matthes' Opinion

of the Court of Appeals is so clear.

The Chief Justice: Have you discussed with counsel

on the other side the possibility or the propriety of arguing

the merits here today?

Mr. Marshall: I have not, sir.

The Chief Justice: May I ask this, Mr. Marshall?

I can see where you would be interested in having

both points raised by you decided, both the stay in the Court

of Appeals and, also, a stay of the Opinion below in the

District Court

But if this Court should see fit to stay the District

Court's Opinion, would it then be necessary to also overrule

the Court of Appeals on its stay of mandate?

Mr. Marshall: No, sir, Mr. Chief Justice; and I

think, further, that if the Court did it that way, it would

still be preserving the traditional function of the stay of

the mandate of a Court of Appeals pending a petition to the

Supreme Court.
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Justice Whittaker: On certiorari?

Mr. Marshall: On certiorari; yes, sir.

But I think that as long as this case is undecided

on its merits, our plaintiffs, our petitioners in this case

will still be under terrif1 pressure, because of the uncer-

tainty of it, which was recognized by this Court in its denial

of our original Petition for Certiorari; and if it were not

for the fact that it has been done, I would have hesitated to

suggest it. But I think that on several occasions this Court

has ordered cases brought up.

I mean, for example, under some precedent, as I

understand it --it was kind of late in the morning when we

read them -- but we understand that this Court could order the

School Board to file its petition within one or two days, and

be heard promtly before school is opened; or you could con-

sider, as I said, the petition that we have f iled.

Sfle.
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Mayr it please the Court, finally I would like to

d of
& wind this up because I don't think that there is too much

les
prev. law that is necessary, because it is certainly not in conflict.

We rely on the Virginia case and on down to the present time.

We also have some British cases in there which are all on the

same theory about the power and duty or the Court to stay or

to vacate and what can properly be considered by the Court.

The Government in its brief cites the same cases

and additional cases. And so I would say, as I said back

here, that when you weigh it, I for one can hardly talk about

weighing anything against C onstitutional rights. I have

never been able to find out how to do it.

But here we have Negro children, and the record

will show they have done nothing bad except the record will

show that one did -- the record will show; there is a dispute

about it, but it will show, and she was expelled so that is

no problem, but that these children must be forced to

surrender their c constitutional rights is unimportant in this

Court today.

The point as set forth in the Court of Appeals

decision, and quoting from the Strutwear Knitting case, in

the Government' s brief which was filed this morning, it points

out that it is really a surrender to obstructionist and mob

action, and that it is much more destructive of democratic

government than it is of some few Negro's rights.
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Justice Whittaker: Well, now what is destructive,

so destructive? Not the 8th Circuit's opinion.

Mr. Marshall: Not the 8th Circuit's opinion.

Justice WIittaker: And that is what you are asking

us now in one horn of your motion to vacate their order

staying their mandate for a long enough period, a thirty day

period, to lodge the petiti.on for certiorari. That is correct,

isn't it?

Mr. Marshall: Yes sir.

Justice Whittaker: Yes, It is the other horn of

the motion that goes to Judge Lemley's order, isn't it?

Mr. Marshall: Yes sir.

Justice Whittaker: Which you askc that we stay.

Mr. Marshall: Yes sir.

Justice Whittakerl: And that is the judgment of

which you really complain about. You are not complaining

about the 8th Circuit's judgment.

Mr. Marshall: I am complaining about Judge Iemley's

order being in effect.

Justice Whittaker: Yes, which is reversed by the

8th Circuit.

Mr. Marshall: Which is reversed by opinion.

Justice Whittakera Of the 8th Circuit

Mr. Marshall: Yes sir.

Justice Whittaker: Anid would be inoperative during
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the period that we might consider a petition or certiorari it

that judgment were now stayed or, in other words, if that horn

of your motion that so asked was sustained; isn't that right?

Mr. Marshall: Yes sir. The point -- I think I get

it, I thought I cleared it up with the Chief Justice's

question --

Justice Whittaker: Yes.

Mr. Marshall: Which as I understood the question,

and my answer, was that if this Court stayed Judge Lemley' s

order, there would not be need for touching the Court of

Appeals, and I tried to make it clear that what we wanted was

to get the original court orders in there, and Judge Lemley's

order was standing in the way and certainly that would be

correct.

I mean I am making this statement on my feet, but

we have given it some thought. And the reason we put both

in was because originally you were right, sir, it was thought

among our lawyers working on this that was the proposition.

Justice Whittaker: That is why I asked you

specifically. I am aware that you stated your motion in the

conjunctive, but I wondered why an alternative wouldn't do

the job.

Mr. Marshall: I think it would, but as I said in

addition to that as things now stand I don't think either of

them will be enough.
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Just ice Whittaker: And if that alternative should

be adopted by the Court, then would it not be normal for the

Court of' Appeals to grant at least a thirty day period in

which the losing party might petition for certiorari.

Mr. Marshall: It is absolutely normal.

Justice Whittaker: That would be normal procedure,

wouldn't it?

Mr. Marshall: As I understand it, it is done every

day, and indeed the books so say.

Justice Frankfurter: Will you be good enough to

tell me what consideration relevant to determining whether the

stay of the Court of Appeals should be vacated, what matters

of equitable jurisdiction or this Court !t power over the

lower court, what matters that are relevant to determining

whether that stay should be vacated would not be relevant in

determining whether Judge Lemley' s original order should be

vacated?

What legal consideration is there for vacating

Judge Lemley's stay and disregarding the fact that he has been

reviewed by the Court of Appeals and it has taken action on

it and has reversed him and has then decided to grant a stay

of its reversal?

Mr. Marshall: It is our position, Mr. Justice

Frankfurter, that normally that is what is done to stay the

mandate, but when in effect the decision issued in the asse is
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then when the Court of Appeals decides that the other side is

not entitled to a suspension in its opinion, and then suspends

in its order, as I said in the beginning, it is an absolute

anomaly.

Justice Frankfurter: That may be a very good reason

why you should argue that the stay should be vacated, but I

do not understand the argiuanent that says we don' t have to

bother about that. We just deal with Judge Lemley' s order

and vacate that.

Mr. Marshall: Oh, I understand you now, Mr. Justice

Frankfurter. I think the real problem in this case is as to

whether or not the Court wants to go into the merits. I

think. that is it.

Justice Frankfurter: Well, the merits -- you use

the term "the merits" -- it seems to me to be the same merits

for determining the propriety or the stay as in asking us to

vacate the order which we originally refused to vacate.

Mr. Marshall: We would make the same argument, and

indeed in our brief we said the same argument applied to both

situations.

Justice Frankfurter: I don't understand why you

offer us the suggestion that we don't have to bother about

the stay. We can deal with Judge Lemley. To me that is the

most unreal kind of talk.



Mr. Marshall: I think, sir, Mr. Justice

Frankfurter, I cannot get away from the fact that it is Jdtge

Lemley' s order that does the damage,
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rtl) Justice Frankfurtera Yes, but that has been dealt with.
-A

trsaein This Court refused to deal with Judge lemley' order last June.

It remitted the appealability of that to the Eighth Circuit.

Mr. Marshall: Certainly.

Justice Frankfurter: The Eighth Circuit has dealt with

it. The Eighth Circuit said it was wrong. It then vacated --

it then granted a stay order to give opportunity under the

Act of Congress to have this Court applied to for certiorari.

What you are here for, I respectfully submit, is to argue

that that stay should never have been granted.

Mr. Mar shall: 1 have argued it . I am prepared to argue

it, Mr. Justice Frankfurter, but I did not want to get into

the point of upsetting what normally is a procedural device

for appealing to this Court.

Justice Frankfurter: But if th±is Court, as you urge,

has the power to vacate that stay --

Mr. Marshall: It does have that power.

Justice Frankfurter: (Continuing) -- then no procedural

entanglements of the Court of Appeals are relevant to that

power.

Mr. Marshall: I think that is -- I am sure that is

correct, sir; but, Mr. Justice Frankfurter, I still go back to

my other question.

Justice Frankfurter: All right.

Mr. Marshall: That whether you consider the vacation of
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the stay of the Eighth Circuit or whether you consider a stay

of Judge Lemley'sa order, the merits are so entwined that this

is one of the types of cases where it points to the need for it.

Justice Franikfurter: What you are saying is that if,

as a matter or authorized c ongressional action, a petition of

certiorari can be brought by the School Board, that such a

petition would raise claims so frivolous that there is no

justification for staying the reversal by the Court of Appeals.

Mr. Marshall: We take that position, and we have tried

to develop it.

Justice Frankurter: All right,

Mr. Marshall: That it is just without merit, but in the

posture of this case, it seems to me the easiest way would be

to do them both.

The Chief Justice: Was the propriety of this stay

argued in the Court of Appeals fully?

Mr. Marshall: No, air. As a matter of fact, the appli-

cation for stay and the ruling on the application were both

the same day, and we got our copies the neaxt day.

Justice Clark: Was this ax argument or just papers?

Mr. Marshall& They Just filed a notion for stay, and

when it was received it was granted.

Justice Clark: You riled a motion in advance, did you

not?

Mr. arshll: Yes, we filed the motion that it beMr. Mrsha :
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issued forthwith. We filed ours ahead of theirs. We filed it

the very next day after the opinion came down.

Justice Clark: And they filed theirs?

Mr. Marshall: Then they filed their motion to stay,

and on the day it arrived in the Court or Appeals, it was

decided. And it is also along that line, which was pointed

out in the Virginian case which is cited in our brief, whe re

the Court took notice of the fact that the stay was given

without reason. The stay in this case was merely given under

the procedural statute which says that a stay can be granted

for purposes of petitioning to the Supreme Court, but nothing

at all on the merits, and I presume the merits weren't con-

sidered.

And so that, at this stage or the litigation, is the

first time that the merits -- I use "merits" merely as to the

merits as to whether or not an order is entitled to be stayed

-- that for the first time the merits of that are being con-

sidered.

And we take the position that when you balance these

rights of these kids involved, plus what this Court said in

the Brown case, the public interest, meaning the public inter-

est of the United States over against the School Board 's

position that there are some people that don't want to let

this thing go through, then, certainly, the equities involved

lean toward the protection of those c onstitutional rights,
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rather than the postponement of them.

And I believe that I have to recognize that that is an

issue in this case, and, as expressed by the Court of Appeals,

they said there is no problem about it; they just cannot be

surrendered, and they mentioned the case I mentioned before ,

the case that I said before, the Strutwear Knitting case, which

is famous for the expression about handling bank robbers. You

don't close the banks; you put the bank robbers in Jail.

And, therefore, it seems to me, -- and I don't want to

prolong the argument -- that we are entitled to both.

At the same time, it seems to me that the real Justice of

the case would not be required by going into either, but that

either on our petition originally filed or by some other pro-

eedural device, that this Court be given an opportunity to p as

on the merits.

And, as I said before, petitioners are perfectly willing

to argue the case on the merits, even though we were successful

insofar as the opinion of the lower court was concerned.

I think a reading of the three briefs, our brief , the

School Board's brief, and the Government' s brief, demonstrates

that there is really no serious conflict of the law as to the

authority of this Court to act. There is a conflict between

the School Board as to whether this Court shou. ld act;s and, on

that , we think that the equities on the side of the school-

children are such that the only relief that can be granted that

fls will be effective will be for the decision on the merits.
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Justice Brennan: Mr. Marshall.

Mr. Marshall: Yes sir.

Justice Brennan: I don't think I am clear on this

statute which I understand postpones the school opening until

September 15.

Mr. Marshall: That is in the State Legislature of

Arkansas. I don't know whether it is passed or not.

Justice Brennan: Oh.

Mr. Marshall: But i is there pending T understand.

Justice Brennan: Presently?

Mr. Marshall: September 8.

Justice Brennan: September 8.

Mr. Marshall: September 8 is the deadline, and I think,

if I (an think ahead off you, sir, the 20 days of the mandate

of the Court of Appeals would be up on the 7th, but the stay

gave them 30 days from the date of judgment.

Justice Clark: Have you filed a petition for rehearing?

Mr. Marshall: No sir, at least I have received no copy

of it, no sir.

The Chief Justice: Ha s the time expired for filing a

petition for rehearing?

Justice Wh.ittaker: It is a ten day rule, is it not.

Mr. Marshall: A ten day rule, I think it is.

Justice Whittaker: And that would expire tomorrow.

Excluding the first and including the half, wasn't the
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Mr. Marshall: The 19th.

Justice Whittaker: The 18th.

Mr. Marshall: Yes sir.

Justice Whittaker: It would expire tomorrow.

Mr. Marshall: Yes sir. If there are no further questions,

if Your Honors please, we will reserve the time not necessarily

that we will use it, but if we may reserve it in case we need

it.

Justice Black: Is the Court of Appeals record before us?

Mr. Marshall: No air.

Justice Black: The entire record?

Mr. Marshall: No sir. I can do this, Mr. Justice Black.

We have a copy of the transcript of testimony and the pleadings

filed. We don't have that with us.

Justice Frankfurter: Was the decision by Judge Lemley

entirely on all testimony or were there affidavits?

Mr. Marshall: No affidavits. It was all testimony and

exhibits, a whole basket full of newspaper clippings.

Justice Frankfurter: How many days were the proceedings?

Mr. Marshall: Practically three days, not quite.

Justice Frankfurter: Three days.

Mr. Marshall: And the testimony was mostly frxm the

school board people showing what a difficult problem theg had,

from the Chief of Police, the chairman of the School Board,
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and the only testimony produced by the plaintiffs in this case,

petitioners here, were the two expert witnesses as to how the

school system could be run.

Justice Frankfurter: Do I understand in your reply to

Justice Black to indicate that you have a copy of the

proceedings?

Mr. Marshall: We each have a copy of the transcript, and

I would be very glad to deposit the transcript copy with the

clerk. I will be glad to and will so do.

Justice Black: Was it printed or typewritten?

Mr. Marshall: It was typewritten. We will permit it to

go up on the original record from the Court of Appeals

including the typed transcript and the argiuuents based on the

typed transcript of the testimony.

Justice Frankfurter: That was to accelerate the

submission?

Mr. Marshall:

Justice Black:

Mr. Marshall:

Justice Black:

of Appeals.

Mr. Marshall:

correct. And that

Justice Black:

would be necessary

of being used on a

Yes air, they were ho:

How many copies?

How many copies do we

How many copies were

lding a special term.

have?

before the Court

Two so far as I know. I think that is

is all that I know of.

What in addition to that transcript

to have the entire record that is capable

petition for certiorari?

A
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pleadings would be necessary. They are very brief, and without

any trouble they could be run oft . The exhibits consisted of

a large batch of newspapers, which, instead of being printed,

could be deposited with the Court.

As I say, I don't think it uould be necessary to put

those in the record and, so far as I can see, you wouldn't need

anything but the transcript and the pleadings, both of which

we have; and we are going to file the transcript and, if neces-

sary, we can file the pleadings, too -- a copy of it .

The Chief Justice: Mr . Butler, you may proceed.
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By Mr- Butler

Mr. Butler: May it please the Court, I would like

to straighten out a few things that Counsel for the NAACP

may not have been aware of. Your Clerk called me several days

ago. After talking with the Clerk of the Eighth Circuit Court

of Appeals, and f.nding that the record of that c surt had

been returned to Little Rock, I located1 it, and mailed it here

immediately, and it is my information that the entire record

froa the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals is here in your

Clerk's office.

The Chief Justice: All right.

rr. Butler: That has attached to it three such

typewritten volumes, each of about this size (indicating), which

shows all of the testimony that was given before Judge Lemley

in approximately a three-day hearing in his 0 court in June .

In addition to that, there was a large packet, as

Counsel has referred to, of 'various exhibits0  Th1ey were not

identified each separately, but were introduced as a packet.

They were largely newspaper items which Judge Lem]ley took

into consideration to show the confusion and turmoil and tkl

position that this School Board was put in. I thought it might

be helpful for the Court to know that.

One other thing that I would like to mention in

passing, at the beginning, which I think Counsel was somewhat

confused on, or uninformed on. At the time this School Board
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requested a temporary study, purely temporary, before Judge

Davies lin September fI 1957, the troops, the National Guard,

had either been ordered out or it was known that they were to

be ordered out, and at that time there was an injunction that

had been ordered by the local Chancery Court directing this

School Board to do exactly opposite from what had been

planned and what Judge Miller had ordered in August of 1956.

Now that was the purpose behind the School Board

going into Court at that time and asking merely for a temporary

delay. They did that for several reasons.

In the first place, they were caught in an untenable

position. As a matter of fact, they have been there continuous-

ly since then, up to this very day.

They also felt that under the circumstances, with

troops moving in and out; of the city, and perhaps strife and

turmoil to follow, that the wise thing to do was for the

court to have an opportunity to tell it, the School Board,

what it should do under those circumstances.

The School Board felt that a temporary, not the kind

of delay that Judge Lemley had given over a long period of

time, two and a half years, but for that immediate situation,

that it was necessary to get it clarified.

A third reason for the School Board to go in at that

particular time before Judge Davies was that they were ordered

by two different courts to do exactly opposite things, or at
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least partially opposite, and they felt on advice of counsel,

that it was advisable for them to show that there was no motive

on their part of contempt of the Federal Court order.

Now I think those are the reasons behind what has

been referred to as the petition for delay of September, 1957.

Justice Frankfurter; i r. Butler, may I ask you

whether Mr. Marshall is correct, as I understand the inference

that I drew from Judge Es in, one of his judgments, that there

were two separate legal steps taken on behalf of the School

Board; one, a request for ins tructions, and two,this motion

f'or temporary injunction; is that correct?

Mr. Butler; Mr. Justice Frankfurter, as I understand

it, and as I recall at present, those were combined, yes.

Justice Frankfurter: This is two --

Mr.* Butler: Things were happening --

Justice Frankfurter: They were combined, as I read

his judgment. He dealt with them in a combined disposition.

Mr. Butler: I think that is --

Justice Frankfurter: I just wanted to be sure

whether those were two separate steps taken before him which

he then combined into a single disposition, because he speaks

separately of the motion.

In his Order of September 3rd, and the c court having

considered the Petition for Instructions filed by such defend-

ant, it is not a matter of moment to this Court, certainly not,
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Board did after instructions; and, also, at the same time,

asked Judge Davies to suspend or stay this thing for a period

of time.

Mr . Butler: Your Honor, so many things have happened

since then --

Justice Frankfurter: (Interposing) That is correct.

Mr. Butler: (Continuing) --- I would prefer to refer to

the record itself, rather than rely on my memory, even though

I was present.

Justice Frankfurter: The reason for m asking is that

tie record does not set forth these two documents, and Judge

Davies' own statement leaves me in doubt.

The Chief Justice: Mr. Butler, may I ask you this

question?

In view of the opinion of the Court of Appeals overruling

Judge Lenley, is the School Board acting under any compulsion

to desegregate the schools?

Mr. Butler: No, sir, not at the moment; if I understand

Your Honor's question. They are not acting under any compul-

sion.

And that is one other thing that I wanted to mention: and

that is there has been some statement of the delay of the

School Board in opening the high schools in Little Rook or all

of the schools, as a matter of fact. The School Board, on its
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own motion, let us say, postponed it until Septemb er th' 8th.

The Chief Justice: Yes.

Mr . Butler: Thoro is a state which will be passed, I

think it has already been passed -if not, it will be passed todsy

--. oostponing the opening of school until September the

15th. That is nor information.

Now, of course, the School Board would have to obey the

statute in regard to opening or closing school.

Justice Douglas: What is the time for registration?

Mr . Butler: Sir?

Justice Douglas: What is the time for registration?

M4r. Butler: The time for registration originally is

about now. I have the president of the School Board here with

me. Let me ask him.

(Pause)

Mr. Butler: They have already had registration, I am

informed, Mr. Justice.

Justice Douglas: And this bill for delaying the opening

of the schools until the 15th has nothing to do with registra-

tion?

Mr. Butler: I don't think it affects registration; no,

sir.

Justice Douglas: These petitioners are registered?

Mr. Butler: These petitioners are registered under the

Order of Judge Lemley's delay, under his Order; yes, sir.
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Justice Burton: Are they registered in saome other

school?

Mi'. Butler: Yes, sir; that is my information,

that they are already registered in the school that they

originally were in.

JutsIice Harlan: They are also registered in the

other school, aren't they? Central High? Under the original

Order of Judg;e Davies?

Mr. Butler: Perhaps, yes.

Justice Harlan: Is there any doubt about that?

?r. Butler: Yes, sir; there is some doubt about it.

Justice Harlan: Well, only by virtue of the post-

ponement of Judge Lemley' s second order, Judge Lemley' s order.

That is the only intervening circumstance?

Mr. Butler: Yes, that was the intervening circum-

stance, and the stay ordered by the Eighth Circuit; yes, sir.

Justice Frankfurter: Their names are physically

on the appropriate register of the class to which they were

assigned. I am not talking about legal consequence, but to

carry out Justice Harlan's question. They were in that school

for a year. They must have been registered when they were

admitted in -- what was it? -- in '57?

Mr. Butler: tIh, yes, sir.

Justice Frankfurter: They are physically on the

books of~ the school?
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Mr. Butler: Oth yes, air; yes.

In September of '57 --perhaps I misunderstood your

question -- in Septemzber of '57, they were registered in

Central High School and remained there all during the school

year, both on registration and physically being there.

Justice Frankfurter: And what with Judge Lemley'

Order, they would have gone back whenever the school opened to

their appropriate class.

Mr. Butler: Legally, that is correct; yes, sir.

Justice Frankfurter: That is what I am talking

about.

Mr. Butler: Yes.

The Chief Justic: Mr. Butler, may I ask one other

question?

Has the School Board determined what it will do

towards desegregation or towards leaving the matter as it was

last year, in the event this Court declines to grant this stay?

Mr. Butler: No, sir; it has not decided; because

it is almost compelled to see what statutes are passed by the

General Assembly now in session, and various other things which

it has no way of determining. And this School Board no doubt

will have to meet those situations as they arise, as they have

had to do all the past year.

Justice Frankfurter: But the plan which was put

before Judge Miller, and which he approved, ard which the Court
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of Appeals confirmed, has never been revoked by the School

Board.

Mr. Butler: No, sir; it has not. It has not been

revoked; no, sir.

The Chief Justice: Well, as to these specific

children, have they been assigned to any school?

Mr. Butler: It is my informattion, Mr. Chief Justice --

The Chief Justice: (Interposing) By the School

Board.

Mr. Butler: (Continuing) that they have not.

The Chief Justice: They have not been?

Mr. Butler: Yes, sir; they have now been assigned.

The Chief Justice: Now?

Mr. Butler: To the all-Negro school, the new high

school there of Iorace Mann

The Chief Justice: Ian 'b that action towards segre-

gating them again?

Mr. Butler: (.h, yes, sir. It is, it is, and that

was done under the Order of Judge Lemley's decision.

The Chief Justice: Yes.

Well, then, my point is this: If this Court does

not stay the Order of the Court of Appeals withholding its

mandate, then the School Board will proceed to segregate these

pupils who are plaintiffs in this case.

Mr. Butler: Yes, sir.
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The Chief Justice: That is what I wanted to know.

Justice Frankfurter: Did they transfer them?

. Butler: Now, the School Board President informs

-- and, of course, he is correct -- that we don't know that

they have actually been registered.

As a matter of fact, the point I was making a moment

ago is that registration generally of most of the students in

Little Rock has been accorplished within the last few days.

Now, actually, these students that are in question

have been up here, they have been traveling around. I doubt

that, since even the School Superintendent has been gone for

the last couple of days, whether he knows that all of these

particular students have actually registered, because --

Justice Brennan: (Interposing) What does the

registration involve, Mr. Butler?

Mr. Butler: Registration singply involves the

request by the student himself under the General Rules of the

School Board to indicate that he is planning to attend that

particular school.

Justice Brennan: Where does he register?

Mr. Butler: That day.

Justice Brennan: Does he go to the school itself?

Mr. Butler: At the school.

Justice Brennan: Where he has been assigned?

Mr. Butler: Each school; yes, sir.
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Justice Frankfurter: That applies both to sege -

gated and Central High School?

Mr. Butler: (*i, yes, sir. All students must

registeOr, and that has been the customaury practice for years.

Justice Douglas: At the beginning of each --

Mr. Butler: Yes, sir; they all register so that

school authorities will know who is going to be where.

Justice Brennan: What I don't quite understand is

this:

They must register -- that is, register at the very

school to which the pupil has been assigned.

Mr. Butler: Yes, that is re understanding.

JuIstice Brennan: None of these children have ever

appeared at the all-Negro high schools?

Mr. Butler: I do not know whether they have

appeared there or anywhere else, as a matter or fact.

The point I was making a moment ago in answer to

one of the other Justices' questions was that registration,

generally, in Little Rock has already been accomplished, and

just within the past few days.

The Chief Justice: Well, my only point was this,

Mr.* Butler:

If this Court does not grant the stay of that Order

or the Court of Apeals, is it the purpose of the School Board

to assign these youngsters involved in this case to an all~-
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Negro school?

Mr. Butler: Yes, sir.

The Chief Justice: That is all I wanted to know.

Justice Clark: Do you have a system of transfers

in Little Rock?

Mr. Butler: Yes, sir; we do. There are many

transfers made from time to time.* Each transfer is taken up

on its own merits; and, ordinarily, if a family moves from one

geographical location to another, or for various other reasons,

they are transferred during the school year . That is not an

uncustomary proceeding,.

The Chief Justice: But whites to white schools

and Negroes to Negro schools.

Mr. Butler: Well, no--

The Chief Justice: Do they ever transfer any

Negroes in Little Rook to a white school, or whites to a

Negro school by reason of their moving their residence ?

Mr. Butler Mr. Chief Justice, in Little Rock,

until this past year --

The Chief Justice: Yes.

Mr. Butler: (Continuning) -- and for the past

seventy yearn, ever since there has been a public school system

in Little Rock, it has been segregated, --

The Chief Justice: Yes.

Mr. Butler: (Continuing) -- in the public school
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systems there; so there has theretof ore never been any transfer

from Neg~'o schools to white schools -

The Chief Justices Yes.

Mr. Butler: (Continuing) --or vice versa. The

transfer of pupils from one school to anth, whether it is

white or Negro, is a process that goes on every school year,

not just at tie beginning of the year. That is when they all

register.
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for

Mr. Butler: And ordinarily those students star in that

particular school the balance of that year, but there are

many exceptions to that, and there are transfers during the

course of the year.

Justice Frankfurter: And am I right in understanding

that under the plan approved, submitted by the Board and

approved by Judge Miller, the stage by stage carrying out of

the desegregation scheme, that Central High School was the

only school in Little Rock in which the plan became operative.

Mr. Butler: As a practical matter that was the only one,

yes sir.

Justice Frankfurter: I don't know what that means.

Mr. Butler: There were three high schools, Central

Righ School, Horace Mann High School and Hall High School.

Horace Mann High School is a new school. So is Hall High

School. Central High School has been in its present physical

plant for some 20 to 30 years. The only applicants that were

made for any racial mixing or integration to the best of my

knowledge -

Justice Frankfurter: Was at Central High.

Mr. Butler: Was at Central High School, and some 17

first started out becoming eligible for it . There were 70-

some odd applied. For various reasons they withdrew, either

voluntarily or otherwise, and it finally came dawn to nine and
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ended up the school year with seven.

Justice Clark: Mr. Butler, if you were to assume that

the Court did not issue a stay, but let the case come here in

its regular course, and then further assume that after

argument an order came down approving the plan and requiring

integration, would it be feasible or practical or within the

practice of the School Board, in keeping with the order of the

Court, if such an order was entered, to then transfer these

students that were so ordered, from whatever school they were

in to an integrated school. Or would you have to wait a year,

as Mr. Marshall stated?

Mr. Butler: Oh no, no sir, you wouldn't have to wait a

year.

The point that I am making, and I think, Mr. Clark, what

you are asking is the registration at the beginning of school

is not necessarily held inviolate during the entire school

year. Now they try to, just for the sake of continuity, to

keep as many children as possible in a particular school, but

there are various circumstances as I understand it that come

up throughout the year whereby pupils are permitted to transfer

from one school to another. I trust I have answered your

question.

Justice Clark: Say we heard the case on the merits rather

than passing on the stay -- say the Court did not pass on the

stay at all but heard the case on the merits at a later date,
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reason that you know of why the School Board could not at that

time transfer the stuxdents from whatever school they were in

to an integrated school,

Mr. Butler: No sir, I know of no reason why that

couldn't be done.

Justice Clark: If it .s a fair question, when did you

contemplate filing a petition here? You have until the 20th

I believe.

Mr. Butler: Your Honor, we were working on it when we

had to drop that and file a response to the motion for vacating

the stay, and we have simply not had time to pursue that. It

was our intention to proceed with that as promptly as we

could. We announced that we wfranted to do it within a ten day

period, if that were possible.

Justice Clark: I take it you are not going to file a

petition for rehearing in the Court of Appeals.

Mr. Butler: No sir. That is one other point I wanted

to emphasize and clear up. After the decision of the 8th

Circuit Court of Appeals, the petitioners then filed for

immediate sending down of the mandate. Either in the next

mail or certainly by the next day we were preparing at the

same time the other side was to present, our motion for a

stay.

I think it is correct that the petitioner's motion arrived
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there one dag, ours axrived the next, so the issue there was

traversed. In other words, each position was opposed to the

other, they asing for immediate sending down of the mandate

and our asking for the stay f'or a customnazry period of time.

And it is my information that the entire court of

the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals granted that stay. It was

not done just by the chief judge or any justice thereof . It

is my information that every Justice agreed to the stay after

the respective motions had been tiled, and the answer, the

decision of the court was announced the day after the later

of the two motions were filed.
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018 Justice Brennan: Mr. Butler, I think you told us

the record is here. Do I understand that all that is now

required to perfect your application for certiorari is the

filing of your petition?

Mr. Butler: Yes, sir, and filing a brief with it,

depending largely, of course, upon whether this Court waived

rules of printing records. There has been no printed record

in this0 Actually it has moved so fast and courts have

ordered us to do things, both sides, so quickly that there

has been no time to print much of the things that it is

customary to print0

The Chief Justice: If we permit it to be type-

written instead of printed, could you and would you accelerate

your petition for certiorari?

r. Butler: We would do it as quickly as we could,

which we had planned to do anyway, Mr. Chief Justice. We

have no disposition to delay the legal proceedings, but we

hope that we will be given time in that event as we should

to do it in an orderly fashion and get all of the things,

all of the points before the Court that should be presented.

The Chief Justice: Yes,

Mr. Butler: It has been my limited experience

that it is not an easy matter to present a petition for a

writ of certiorari. There are certain things that must be

done, and we are not as familiar with that as lawyers who
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rushea into it to the extent of7 not having time adequately

to prepare it.

Now, it seems that all the lawyers in this case are

pretty well agreed, and we won i t dwell on tnat part of it,

that this Court probably nas the power to grant petitioner's

motion. Many instances can be cited both ways, not only of

this Court but all appellate courts, of setting aside or

upholding.

The customary thing, of course, is for the court that

hearo the case to exercise it judicial discretion in

granting the stay or not. Aow, it would be, in our opinion,

an unusual procedure, altho ug not unprecedented, for this

Court to vacate the stay of the Circuit Court off Appeals.

I don't think it would serve any useful purpose to dwell on

the various casEs1 .n the var:'ious circuits as well as in this

Court. I think we are all in accord that there is power in

trnis Court to do either one,

Now, unquestionably, though, the burden is on the

petitioners, that is at least my studied judgment. I think

the very nature of the legal. proceedings dictate that when a

stay is granted by a court, the burden is on the side seeking

to set that aside, and we feel tnat they have not met any

such burden up to this point.

As we see it, each such case presents itself to every
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with this rather simple but profound. question, and that is:

"Should we as a Court on motion pending on appeal or

certiorari sumarily substitute our opinion for that of the

lower court which heard the case and granted the stay?"?

With this Court sitting en bano, it may prove difficult

for all parties to eliminate arguing Oudge Lemley's decision

as against the point that is before this Court right now,

the particular issue of setting aside the stay of the 8th

Circuit.

And I agree with counsel that has just spoken that such

argument necessarily overlaps one into the other. It is

difficult to distinguish between the two.

However, we feel that even though such arguments become

intertwined, that really the case, the issue before this

Court as of now, in so far as these pleadings are concer'ned

is whether or not this Court is going to set aside the stay

of the 8th Circuit 0

Now, as set forth in our response, the trial court,

after hearing evidence for three days, found that under the

conditions now existing in Little Rock -- and these findings,

not a single finding of Judge Lemley was disturbed or

questioned by the Circuit Court of Appeals. As a matter of

fact, the Circuit Court of Appeals found every one of those

itself, and so set them out in the opinion.
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of Appeals found that it is impossible for the School Board

at Little Rock to operate a school program for the 2,000

students at Central High School on an integrated basis at

this time, and that unless the plan of desegregation is

postponed for a reasonable length of time, that irreparable

harm will be inflicted upon the students of both the Negro

and white races~

Now, the broad issue, of course, in this case is simply

this: Can a court of equity postpone the enforcement of the

plaintiff's constitutional rights if the immediate enforcement

thereof will deprive others, many others, as a matter of fact,

of their constitutional rights to an education in a free

public school?

The Little Rock Public School Board is composed of

outstanding citizens of our community. There are two medical

doctors on the Board. There is a civil engineer, a graduate

civil engineer of one of the large manufacturing concerns in

our state. There is a certified public accountant. There

is a leading businessman of one of the large baking companies

there, an official of that company.

And the present president of the Little Rock School

Board is a wise and experienced lawyer, who has practiced

there many years0

Those men are unpaid. They are public servants, They
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o5 have tried to do the best they could under as trying circum-

stances as any public servant has ever been raced with.

Now, when other boards o1f education were refusing to

recognize the basic change that the Supreme Court had made

in the law in the Brown decision, this Board was studying

and formulating ways and means of complying0  They knew it

was not an easy task, but they were willing to do their best.

These are men of high standing, as I have said, in

their community, From bitter experience, however, they

have discovered that they could not operate a public school

system under the existing climate in Little Rock as or this

time0

Now ey did not anticipate all of the difficulty that

has arisen, and I daresay that many courts did not anticipate

all of that difficulty But from bitter experience, they

discovered after some five or six months of operation, after

troops had been in and out, and still there under a different

commander, that they could operate the school only with troops,

and yet they could not give an education with troops,

They came to that studied and serious conclusion on

or about the latter part, or about the 20th of February,

after they had been operating a full complete semester with

troops in the halls and around the school building,

note
B f±lse



Justice Frankfurter: Am I right in my understand-

ing that it wasn't the School Board that asked for troops?

Mr. Butler: The School Board did not ask for troops,

no, sir. This was not an impulsive search for relief f'rou

tne courts that these mcn made, but after they had tried it

for a long time.

Now, many people in Little Rock and throughout the

land, no doubt, are sympathetic and try to be understanding oi

the School Board's problem. But no one can put themselves in

t.e place of this School Board unless they nave been tnere ,

We find that even the press in m.any places, not

just in the Southland, has been understanding, and as an

exarnple of that, I would like to read a very brief editorial

fron a New York paper as late as August 20.

It says: "Awtong maniy trials of the people of Little

Rock, certainly not the least of tnerm has been the way in

which the course of events has been suddenly reversed and

reversed again by the various agencies of government, and

now they are to suffer more of it .

"First, there was the ruling of the Supreine Court

that upset the old order in the schools . 'b this change,

the local authorities in Little Rock,and most of its people,

tried to adjust,

"But then all of a sudden, they were confronted with

troops sent by their Governor to block integration and troops
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eow 2  sent by their President to enforce integration.

"Next there was a ruling by a Federal district

judge denying a stay and ordering integration. This was

followed by an order from another F'ederal judge in the same

district granting the people a ti.e's respite by postponing

integration.

"This week the federall oixrcut judges once more

reversed direction. There is talk of another appeal to the

Supreme Court, of a special session of the legislature,"

All of which, of course, has Co~iC about in the last

few days. This surely is a terrible buffeting of one people

by the laws and the powers of officeholders.

"Each of these o. f iceholders may nave nad the right

to act as he did, but just the same, the result has been tiiat

the people of Little Rock did not know from one day unto tne

next under what order of society they must live, but found

all changed by which holder of what office wielded the moment s

power.

"We cannot know what will happen next month in the

schools of Little Rock. It may be too late now "o: the ho pe

that somehow time and forbearance will be allowed to heal

passions. And yet, it nust be hoped, for any man can see

what will happen if the issue of integration comes to devour

the issue of education.

"What kind of education can we give any children,
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once more it comes to that, echoing the tramp of soldiers."

That ends the editorial.

Justice '3ark: What paper was it?

ir. Butler: Sn' -

Justice Clark: What paper was it?

Mr. Butler: That ia the Wall Street Journal of

August 20, 1958.

Now the Supreme Court said that local courts siiould

be the ones to decide the various questions which would arise.

It r.ay seem unnecessary anc perhaps unduly acadermiic to read

to this Court, it may even seem pre suptuo.s to read to this

Court wnat it has said, but I have gotten something out of the

opinion every time I have "ead it and reread it, and reread it,

and apparently experienced judges get different ideas about

what this Court meant.

And perhaps even at the expense of reptition, it is

advisable to read portions of that opinion in the light of

events which have taken place in Little Rock.

This Court said .n the Brown case: "That because

these cases arose under different local conditions, and their

disposition will involve a variety of local problems, we re-

quested further argument on the question of relief'.

"These presentations were informative and helpful, and

in its consideration of the complexities arising from the

E

E



eong transition to a system of public education free of racial

discrimination, full implementation of these constitutional

principles may require a solution of very local school prob-

lemhs.

"Because of their proximity to local conditions, and

the need for further hearings, the courts wniich originally

heard these cases can best performs this judicious appraisal.

"tAccor~uingly, we believe it appropriate tc remiand

those cases to those courts. In fashioning and effectuating

the decree, tie courts will b guided by equitable princiles.

"Traditionally, equity has been characterized by a

practical flexibility in shaping its re 1 edies and by a

facility for adjusting and reconciling public and private needs.

"These cases call for the exercise of these tradition-

al attributes of equity power,

"While giving wei ;ht to these public and private con-

siderations, the cou rts wi1 require that the defendats make

a prompt and reasonable start toward ull compliance with our

Lay 1r, 1954 ruirg. Onc.e such a start has been made, the

courts may find that additional, time is necessary to carry out

the ruling in an effective manner."

When we look at this entire problem, we recognize

that two and a half years historically, is a very short time,

or perhaps any other period of time, and I know of no better

way, at least it was most im presaive on Judge Lemley, it was
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Board Superintendent, who has studied this thing and it has

been on his heart as well as the hearts of the School Board

members more than anyone else, and it has been his major

responsibility, in asking him in the lower court what he found,

and this is in the record that is now before your Honors,

he was asked the question whether he had read the Supreme Court

decision.

These men were earnestly trying to carry out the

order of the Federal court as they saw it, but their function

was also to maintain a pub..ic education system in Little Rock,

and I will say I think in all fairness to those men that that

probably was their primary object and consideration and duty.

But Mr. Blossom testified in studying this problem

just what did it mean, what did deliberate speed mean, in

onc locality as against another?

What did it m ean in this particular serious problem

that has confronted not just Little Rock but the entire nation?

And here in substance was his testimony, that portion of it

verbatim: We asked him whether he had given consideration

to this time element when they finally riled a petition before

Jud;e Lemley for a two and a half year delay, and he said:

"Very definitely we have given great consideration to it in

this plan0  We are dealing with something that is very irpor-

tant and very dear to the hearts of many people on both sides
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of it. We took into account the effect as far as time and

other cultural pattern changes in our society were concerned.

"We tried to icok into history to see what it would

teach us. We tried to analyze the situation of the Negro and

his march to civil rights in this community."

Then he was asked the question whether he considered

the term "deliberate speed." His answer was: "Yes, very

materially . The Negro race as a race, came to this country

in 1619. They came in chains as slaves. They stayed in that

and as far as I could study it, you world class that as the

first period in the history of the United States, and they

stayed from 1619 until 1863, nearly two and three quarter

centuries, and that is one period in their rrarch for civil

rx ghts, of their development; .

" The second period came in 1865 and they stayed in

this second period until 1396, the decision of Plessy versus

Ferguson.

" That is 31 years , Now, in this period they had

their freedom. They did not have economic or political or

any other type of position to any extent.

"Then coming out of that period into what l would

call the third one from 1896 to 1954, and I would just label

that separate, but equal.

"Now they stayed in that 58 years and then you look

at the problem and the complexities in this thing, and

E
t
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recognize that many separate, but equal, is in no way a

reality in many places in the Soutlhland, but in Little Rook,

Arkansas, they were.

"I am not arguing the 'separate, but equal philoso-

phy,"« Nr. Blossom continued. "I am trying to state t~iat

history tells us in te=ms of' two and a half years for a delay

that this is the third period and we acunt for the fact that

there are three periods one taking nearly three centuries,

another 31 years, and anothex 58 years, and recognizing

that there is one group that says we are going to have it all

now, and another that says we are never going to have it, you

put the horns of the dilemma in the proper perspective with

the School Board right in the middle, aid it is a dif'f cult

thirg.

'And then you come to Nay 17, 1954, and we look at it

to~day.~

That was June 4, 1958.

"'And you compare that period of time as compared

to either of the three previous perioch I have outlined and

you wonder how fast in terms of history can anyone expect

a change in cultural pattern."

Following that, k]r. Blossom went into some detail,

as did the president of the School Board, as to what could

be done in two and a half years, and that is in the record, and

I respectfully disagree with the implication left by opposing
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counsel that nothing was to be done.

Justice Frankfurter: Would you aind either reading

it if it is not too long, if it is well expressed, or would

you summarize what Mr. Blossorm testified as to why two and a

half, not one and a half, and not three and a half, was

selected.

Mr. Butlers 1 would like to start --

Justice Frankfurter: I don't know lines will be

drawn, but I just wondered what his testimony was.

Mr. Butler: Yes, sir. His testimony in efiect 1i

this. and I would be glad to read it to your Honor, but it

was rather interspersed as well as Mr. Upton s among a whole

lot of other testimony.

It was basically simply this, your Honor. In tiie

jirst place, they felt that starting in mid-semester after

organization was completed, during first semester, was wise, -

That would put it at the middle of a term.

Their reasoning was simply this: That your PTA

organization, perhaps other organizations, and the school,

itself, was then in a better orsnized position than it was

after a summer recess of three months.

The other thing was simply this, and we are f firmly

convinced of this situation. In Little Rock as well as

throughout the South and in other places where this problem

has arisen, the great mass of people are not law violators as
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p9 such. They are not people who forn mobs. They are not people

who defy the law.

But we submit, and this School Board determined that

they were entitled to know what the law was. And so long as

editorialists, popular editorialists in our community were

saying that this was not the law of the land, and that there

were ways to get around it, and one court was saying one

thing and another court was saying another, and there were

laws on the statute books of Arkansas as well as other

states throughout the South diaretrically opposed as some

people argue -- soie of them could be reconciled, soie of

them could not with the decision in the B3rown case -- but it

left the people of our community as well as the people of

many communities in actual doubt as to what the law was, and

unquestionably the people in our part of the country wanted

to believe that this thing could take a long time or be

circumvented entirely.

They wanted to believe that, but it is our firrim

opinion and it is the opinion of this School Board, and that

was the main consideration given when they f finally decided on

the two and a half year request, that in that period of time,

perhaps, as we pointed out in our response, a national policy

could definitely be established, that laws could be tested so

that the people would know, the people who want to obey the

final word.
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Now that was the reason. And very candidly, Mr.

Blossom ended up by testifying, and I am sure this was the

thinking of every member of the School Board as well, that

we don't Icnow that two and a half years will do it.

You may be able to do it in one year, you might do

it in a year and a half, maybe two and a half is not enough.

He doesn't know. But the courts have said that the first

consideration of this problem shall be dealt with by the

School Boards.

It is their primary function. As a matter oi' fact,

this Court, I believe, has said it just that way, If not,

certainly al.l the appellate courts.

Justice Frankfurter: r . Butler, why aren t the

two decisions of this Court, the first one which laid down

as a c institutional requirement that this Court unanimously

felt compelled to agree upon, and the second opinion recog-

nizing that this was a change of what had been supposed to

be the provisions of the Constitution, and recognizing that

and the kind of lire that had been built under the contrary

conception said, as equity has also said, you must make ap-

propriate accommodation to the specific circumstances of the

situation instead of having a Procrustean bed where everybody

legs are cut off or stretched to fit the length of the bed,

and who is better to decide that than the local United States

judges; why isn't that a national policy?
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enforced in Little Rock, in the Little Rock district when the

School Board submitted a plan after mature consideration,

after enlisting public support in its behalf, submitted it to

the court where it was contested and the court said, "Yes, this

satisfies the policies laid down in the second Drown decision."

Why there, that deference to the local situation in

the enforcement of what was laid down as a national policy '

National policy doesn't mean tie same thing must take placo

in Little R ock, Arkansas, as in P ittsf ie ld, ias sachusets .

Mr. Butler: No, air.

Justice Frankfurter: For some things, yes, but not

for this kind of thing. There was a national policy and the

Federal courts recognized it. It was sustained by the Distr.ct

Court over the opposition of the: parents or whoever acted Ln

behalf of these children, went before the court of Appeals

and the Court of Appeals said, "Yes, this is a fair carrying

out of that which the Supreme Court laid down."

I do not understand what is meant by saying, "Let's

wait until we get a national policy," if that isn t a national

policy0

Mr . Butler. Your Honor, in answer to that, I simply

say this: That it was certainly not anticipated at the time

that plan was formulated that the Governor of the State of

Arkansas would call out troc ope to keep integration in the
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Justice Frankfurter: The Governor's calling out

troops isn't the same thing as the uncertainty of what the law

is.

That has nothing to do with the uncertainty of the

law . That was the action of the Governor on what he thought

was his refusal to abide by the law.

Mr. Butler: This School Board is simply faced with

realities, and that is the position that it is in. It did

not anticipate the extreme difficulties that it went into.

It knew that it did not have an easy task in this

thing. All School Boards, I think, realized that. They did

not anticipate the events wh ich actually did take place .

Neither did they anticipate the things which acre

right today destroying the public school system there .

Justice Frankfurter: Mr. Butler, I did not rean to

imply - - I hope I did ngot carry any such meaning by what I

said -- I did not remotely mean to imply criticism of the

School Board.

Iir. Butler: Thank you.
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The Chief' Justice: Mr. Butler, as you were relating,

the reasons why the School Board continued thtis for two and

a half years, the question crossed my mind, suppose every other

school district in the South would do the same thing, say

"We will carry on segregation for a number of years until the

law is clarified," how would it ever be clarified?

Mix' Butler: Weoll, your Honor, I think the only

answer to that is that many districts do not have that problem.

Even in some parts of the South, in our State University

Negro students have been there for some years, and there has

been no great problem about it. There are other districts

where the problems are greater, as this Court pointed out,

that you have a variety of local problems.

Now in Arkansas there are some Districts, as well as

in Texas and other states where the people of that community

have done it largely for economic reasons and various other'

reasons, but in any event it has worked successfully. And I

simply say again that this School Board in Little Rock, Arkan-

sas, was not faced with theories. It was faced with actuali-

ties which are undermining and which are going to destroy the

public school system in Little Rock, and that when it is

destroyed, it will be destroyed not just for white students,

£t will be destroyed all the way up and down the line unless

they are given an opportunity to work this thing out in a

climate of calm, rather than in a climate of' hysteria.

,
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Now we urgently feel that way and the School Board

feels that way about it.

The Chief Justice: My recollection is that in

one of thoie opinions., either the Brown or the Allen Case,

we did say that mere public opposition to the policy and to

the program would not be a 3ause either for denying integra-

tion or for extending it.

Mr. Butler: Wte understand that. and of course your

Honor is correct, the word I think, "non-acceptance " or some

suca opposition.

The Chief Justice : Yes .

Mr. Butler: Now t:he courts have certainly held,

anzd we find no fault with the basic statement, the broad

statement of just mental reservations about this or mental

opposition to it, but when a School Board is confronted with

facts which of themselves wil force the destruction of the

public school system, then this Board feels and Judge Lemley

felt that time should be given for cooler heads, a calmer at-

mosphere to come to the front in order to work out these

problems or at least to give an atmosphere that is conducive

to working those out.

The Chief Justice: Well, Mr. Butler, I think

there is no member of this Court who fails to recognize the

very great problem which your .School Board has . But can

we defer a program of this kind merely because there are
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to prevent it from going into effect?

Mr. Butler: M.', Chief' Justbe, I think so, but not

directed to the people who form Imobr, riot directed to the

people who are law defiers. We are no:- standing up here tryirg

to argue for thei2 side of it.

'The Chief Juistice: Iknow r u are not.

11r. Butler: We are ar g.ing for the great mass of

people throughout the South who I say again and will say again

and again are not law defies. They want to follow the law,

but they as ,f this niome:nt, without certain state statutes

having been tested ini court, do no t kncw just exactly what

the law is ir a particular given circumstances.

The Chief Justice: I:; it the State law that concerns

you or is it the threatened violence that concerns you?

Mr. Butler: Both, both.

The Chief Juatice: S3o long as the Ztate laws

conflict with the Federal laws, you would think that there

should not be any integration?

Mr. Butler: No, sir, no, sir, I do not feel that

way.

The Chief Justice : How much time would you --

M'ir. Butler: But there are certain laws such as pupil

assignment laws of that kind, and incidentally, pupil assign-

ment law has just been recently upheld by a three-judge Federal
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acurt 'n Alabama.

I believe it wa in May of' ths yea' It is reported

in tlho June R'ace Relations Report, and they upheld the

cons titutionality of that .

The Chief Justice : But that i.s not the question her''e,

is it?

Mr. Butler: Yes, s3ir, I think --- well, not spe-

cifically here I think it is intertwined in this entire

problem.

The Chief Justice: It is in the same area, but it

is in no sense controlling in this case, is it ?

Mr. Butler: The pupil assignment - sir'?

The Chief Justice: The pupil assignment.

Mr. Butler: It is not. That statute, as such, is

not before this Court at this time, no, s r.

The point I am making is, Mr. Chief Justice, that

laws such as that -- I use that as an illustration -- laws

such as that are being advanced. Some of them have been on

the books for many years.

Some of them, many of them, have not been determined

whether r they are constitutional or not, and the great mass

of people are in our opinion entitled to know and have those

laws tested in court,

Justice Black: Suppose the pupil assignment law

contains one provision that the pupils can be assigned,
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must be assigned on account of their race or color. Would

you say that has not been deterined?

Mr. Butler: No, sir, I would say that has been

decided, i°. Justice Black, and the Ar'kansas statute does

not contain any such provision As a matter of fact, it con-

tains directly the contrary . But it does set out some other

things which school boards generally have taken into considera-

tion throughout the years, such as psychological adjustmet ,

various other things, health, and many other things.

Now some of the school assignment laws , pupil

assignment laws, I understand, have been held by Federal courts

to be u n onstitutional on their face. The most recent one

with which I am familiar with and to which I referred is the

three-judge Federal Czurt in Alabama uhich held that that

state law was not unc->nstitut.onal on its face.

Justice Frankfurter: Did you say - -

Mr. Butler : Ansd the upheld it . I do not know

Just where it is now, but it was upheld by a three-Judge

Federal court. Excuse me, sir,

Justice Frankfurt,. Did you say to Justice Blac:

a minute ago that the Arkansas law is just the opposite of

the hypothesis ?

M r. Butler: Yo s, sir.

Justice Frankfurter: That was passed after Bown

& Allen?

,.

E
i
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Mr. Butler: Yes, sir, it was passed in 1957; yes,

sir.

Justice Frankf'urter : And you said that that had --

Mr1. Butler: '55 or '57

Justice FranIfurter: -- that has explicitly a pro-

hibition against pupil assignment on the basis of race.

Mr. Butler: On the basis of race, yes, sir, but it

sets cut some 12 or 15 other things that the school boards

may consider.

Now innmediately, of' course, courts cannot make

decisions based upon popularity polls, but the fa ct is, and

I thinl. it is interesting to note in passing, that a respective

oiil taken very recently across this entire nr ation, and it

was no t taken just in the Souith, it was throughout the entire

United States, that 54 percent of the people favored Judtge

Lerey 's decision and felt that it was the only way to solve

this particular problems

Justice F*'ankfurter: I soreti.ies wonder why we

have elections and do not turn it all over to polls.

Uir. Butler: How to ahow the se roness of' this

problem, your Honor, ycur C1 Xe' Juge, Judge G:.edner, wrote

this short disset, andi to ne ' is so appropriate, so

realistic, so proper ncer the decision, the words themselves

o'f the Brown decision, that Il liGe to read at least

The entire dissentL is liited to one page ,

i

par~lts. of i. 



B"t he says: "It is conceded that the school

authorities have acted in good faith, both in formulating a

plan for integrating and in attempting to implement the plan.

Their efforts in this regard were met with unprecedented and

unforeseen opposition and resistance, as set out and enumerated

in the majority opinion.

'This opposition included acts of violence to such

an unprecedented extent that the Armed Forces of the United

States were stationed in and about the school building. The

events pertinent to the attempts of the school authorities

during the school year to implanent its plan for integration

are set forth in the majority opinion. The normal conduct of the

school was continuously disrupted, and thpe state of mind both

within and without the school was to a greater or lesser ex-

tent in a state of hysteria,

"Under such circumstances and conditions set out in

Judge Lemley's opinion, the school authorities made applica-

tion for an extension of time so as to permit a cooling off

or breathing spell so that both pupils, parents, teachers and

the public might to some extent become reconciled to tse

inevitable necessity for public school integration.

Having in mind that the school officials and the

teaching staff acted in good faith and that the school

officials presented their petition for an extension of time

in good faith, it was the duty of this Court, "-and he quotes,

--- -- --

__- -.., ._.m.. .. ,-- ..a,
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"'to ce'reider whether the action of school authorities consti-

tutes good faith implementation of the governing constitutional

principle.' "

And he cites the B4 yrnelCase, of course.

"In this situation the action off Judge Lemley in

extending the time as requested by the school official was

the exercise of his judicial discretion,. T}he background 10

well set forth in Judge Lemley 's opinion. For centuries there

had been no intimate social re.ationzs between white and colored

races in the section referred to as the South.

'There had been no integration in the schools, axd

that practice had the sanction and a decision of the Supreme

Court of the United States as constitutionally legal. It

had become a way of life in that section of the country and

it is not strange that this long-established, cherished practice

could not suddenly be changed without resistance. uch

changes, if successful, are usually accomplished by evolution

rather than revolution, and time, patience, forbearance, are

important elements in effecting all radical changes,

"The action of Ju Ydge Lemiley was based on realities

and on conditions rather than theories

"The exercise of his discretion should not, I thin ,

be set aside as it seems to me it was not an abuse of dis-.

cretion but rather a discretion wisely exercised under all

the conditions. de should not substitute our judgment for
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that of the trial court."

That ends Judge Gardner's decision. All we are

asking at this moment is for this Court to continue in ei'f'ect

the stay oif the Circuit Court until our petition for a writ

of certiorari can be filed and considered and the matter heard

in an orderly fashion.

Justice Brennans I was just wondering, Mr. Butler,

whether your argument in that event would be any different

from the one just given us,,

Mr0o Butler: It would probably be somewhat longer,

your Honor, but that would be the basis of it.

Justice Brennan, The same vein :

Mr. Butler: I think in the short space t'l t Judge

Gardner took, I think ho said ..t about as concisely as it

cou ld be said.

I think there are other things to be said in connec-

tion with it. He preifaced his dissent that under the time

element he could not go into it in great detail, but that it

was a hurried opinion but his fiirm opinion.

But we are here now for that purpose, and as I under-

stand it, for that purpose alone , to ask that the normal

-'rocedure be followed, in this important case, and that this

Court not disturb the stay of the Eighth Cir cuit under the

present circumstances.

Justice Whittaker: Mr . Butler .

84
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Mr. Butler: Yes, sir.

Justice Whittaker: What would be your view as

to that aspect c' the motion asking a stay of Judge Lemley's

opinion pending a review here of your petition f'or certiorari?

MYr. Butler: Well, your Honor, of course our position

is simply this: That Judge Lemleys decision, although found

to be in disagreement by the E:ghth Circuit Court of Appe:als,

nevertheless both, obviously, he and then the Eighth Circuit

Court of' Appeals felt that it should be stayed, which is an

indication to us, your Honor, and to many other judges and

lawyers throughout the land, that the Eighth Circuit Court

of' Appeals had some question in its mind.

If it was absolutely certain that it had been

correct, the chances are it would not have issued the stay.

It was within its power to deny a stay. They were traversed

and they had it before them, and they had heard the whole

case

Justice Whittaker: D ut is it not the general

policy of that court if' not of most courts of' appeal to with-

hold mandate for a reasonable time to allow a petition f'or

review by this Court if' there is any substantial question

at all about it?

Mr'. Butler: Yes, sir, it is, and it is the customary

procedure, i1f your Honor pease, for this Court to recognize

the judicial discretion of that court in granting stays,

9
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and ordviarily I would say does not upset them.

Ostice Whittaker: And let the order stand.

Mr. btler: Yes, sir.

Justice Whtittaker: Yes. Now that is why I was

prompted to ask yOU What yourU position would be with respect

to the se cond phase of' the pe tit ioner 'a mot ion , namely , to

.tay the effect of Judge Lemley 's order meanwhile so that

the normal processes of the law would be litigated again the

status quo ante, you see O

Mr a Butler : Yes , ir .

Justice Whittaker: Now what is your position on

that? Y

Mr. Butler.: Well, I think your Honor, that is so

wrapped 1 p legally and practically that the practical effect

of that, i f I understand your' Honor 's question, would be that

it would serve no useful purpose for what we are ultimately

seeking, and that is to £,ive the people of that section an

opportunity to thirc in a period of calm rather than in a period

of hysteria.

Now if the Court puts it back in the status quo that

it was before Judge Lemley, it would serve this S school Boarc

as we see it no useful purpose.,

There would be troops back in Little Rock to main-

tain law and order.

Justice Whittaker : Why do you say that?

y

!
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Mr. Butler: Well, I perhaps should not because

that is my personal opinion,

I am expressing the opinion of the School Board

in its considered judgment.

The School Board fees that that is what would

happen and they have been in this untenable position. They

cannot operate the school without troops apparently and they

cannot have an educational system and program with them.

I see my time is up.

The Chief Justice : Your time is not up. That is the

call for luncheon, 1o0 if you has-e more to say you may take

it up after lunch.

M'r. Butler: We ask for our rebuttal time. We have

completed this part of otr argument.

The Chief Justice: Your rebuttal time of the

Solicitor General. You must make your entire argument in response

to Mr. Rankin at this time .

ir . Butler: Oh, at this time to Mr. Rnlin.

The Chief Justice: Yes. You may proceed after

lunch.

(Whereupon, at 2:00) o clock p .m., the Court was

recessed to reconvene at 2:30 o'clock p m., the same day.)
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AFTER RECESS 2:30 p.m.

The Chief Justice: er .' utuer.

ARGUMENT ON BEHIALI" 0F REPONDE' ,esumed)

By Mr, .Butier.

Mr. Butler: ThanV ;:ou, yoiu Honor.

Counsel for NAACP >3s made ;hip statement: That

we have to weigh, the Court has to v.igh, as he said in the

Brown decision, the previous deaition, the irreparable harm

on the one side as agajKnst on che ot r \a' side.

Now here are the facts, the rec,.:1 points it out aId

I do not think anyone will dispute it. ±idor. &o have 2,000

students in one of the high schools and uo have hun. 'd of

others in the other high schools. The pettioners, altho. '

it is a class action, of course, desi'gna ecd as such by the

original plaintiffs, but there are only se /en who would rot

be deprived of anything tangible or arny benefit that you can

really point to of anything in a tailgible measure.

Now as against that if the public school system is

at stake in Little Rock and thia Sr.1ool Board earnestly

believes that it is, then you are affecting from an equitable

standpoint maybe, not just the remaining 2,000 students in

Central Hjgh School, but perhaps throughout the school system

In Little Rock,

Now those are the balancing of the equities that it

seems to us weigh heavily in favor of denying the vacating of



this ta' of the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals.

Now I have tried as I said at the very beginning --

The Chief Justice; Mr. Butler, really, aren't the

rights of all the Negro children of Little Rock wrapped up

in this case ?

Mir. Butler' - Ys, sir, and their actual ability ' to

get any kind of an education there in a public school system

is wrapped up in it, Mr.Le Ch:ief Juatice, in our' opinion, ye

The Chief Justice: Il mean they are wrapped up in

the principle that we are litigating here

Mr. Butler: I think that is correct, your Honor,

and we feel that unless we are granted this stay, that the

whole thing might be in a flood and be washed downstream where

no one benefits.

The Chief Justice: I understand your opinion.

Mr. Butler: And then of course it would be an empty

victory indeed for tAhe Negro studenca.

Now on that one point, though, I think theoreticatlly

at least opposing Counsel and I can agree, and that is that

the balancing of these equities must be done , the irreparable

harm that would be done to the students just in Central High

School at least If they have to go to school with troops

marching up and dowin the hall

Now as I started out at the beginning, we are nc{t



in a position to argue the case in chief., I have attempted

to/ retain from arguing it. We believe that there are many

decisions which we should study and submit to this Court on

the merits of the case, and we have attempted to limit our

a-egument ,n the pleadings that are now before this Court , but

it is difficult, of course, to stay on that one limited issue

when of court e everyone is concerned about the entire issue

as it is show in the entire case.

N w on'e other point, and perhaps I did not emphasize

this enough. Regardless of' whether or not the people of

A rkansas should recognize the United states Supremne Court

decisions as the law of the land, the plain fact is that they

have not, and it is most difficult for them to do so if not

impossible, when the Governor of the tate says that that is not

Lhe law of the land, that only Congress can really say what

the law of the land is.

Now as lawyers, we may take the position well, they

are not informed, but that i3 a fact, and as long as the United

States Senator from a neighboring state of ours says it is niot

the law of the land, and as long as our Governor says that

it is not the law of the land, no t the settled law of the land,

Mr. Chief Justice, you have been the Governor of a great state --

The Chief Justice: But I never tried to reso vt any

legal problem of this kind as Governor of my state. I thought

that that was a matter for the courts and I abided by the

91
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decision of the courts, whether they were the Courts of my

state or in the proper Jurisdiction, the Federal courts.

Mr. Butler: We all realize that, The point I am

making is this: That if the Governor of any state says that

a United States Supieme Court decision is not the law of the

land, the people of that state, until it is really resolved,

have a doubt in their mind and a right to have a doubt.

The Chief Justice: But I have never heard such

an argument made in a Court of Justice before, and I have

tried many a case through many a year. I never heard a lawyer

say that the statement of a Governor as to what was legal or

illegal should control the action of any court.

M'Ir. Butler: I am ndiadvocating that, Mr. Chief

Justice, and I trust that these words will be weighed carefully.

What I am saying is that the mass of people in a state, wanting

to believe a certain thing, if they are told by their chiefc'

executive that such and such is the law or is not the law,

then if he is a popular and respected public official, they

are inclined to believe him and what they want to hear.

The Chief Justice: The short answer to that is if

they want to believe it they'll believe it, no matter who

says it.

Mr. Butler: Well, nevertheless, that is a fact

and not a theory in Little Rock.

rThe Chief Justice: I have no doubt of that,
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Mr . Butler; And that is a fact and not a theory in

many other localities other than in Arkansas.

The Chief Justice: I am sure of that.

Fr. Butle r: Many .

Justice Burton: Does that mean the Court should

appropriate that argument?

Mr. Butler: Well, your Honor, we have gotten into

a whole lot of things that maybe are not strictly directed

toward the pleadings that are here before us, but we feel

so earnestly about this, we feel that many people, judges,

lawyers, various others have taken exactly opposite stands

throughout this land, and it is my personal opinion and it is

the opini of many others, not just Southerners, that the

people by and large, and even judges and lawyers are not

certain as to what deliberate speed means under certain cir-

cumstances.

They are not certain about what equitable principles

should be applied and when. They are not certain about laws that

have not yet been tested for their constitutionality ,

Justice Burton: You are asking, then, that the law

be clarified, not that we follow their dictation?

Mr. Butler: We are asking for a period for orderly

manner of process, your Honor, and we think that the orderly

processes should dictate the stay of the Circuit Court being in

effect until we have gotten our petition for a writ of cortiorari
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filed, and if it is granted, that we be allowed to present briefs

and arguments on it. That is as simply as I can state our

position.

Justice Black: Is your argument based on the premise

in the sentence in the opposition brief that it is reasonable

to provide at the end of the requested two and one-half year

period national policy would have been established, by then

state laws purporting to override the Brown decision could

have been tested in the courts?

Mr. Butler: Ys, sir, I think that is in our plead-

ings.

Justice Black: That is the promise of7 your argument ?

Mr. Butler: Yes, sir, yes, sir,

The Chief Justice: Thank you.

Do you have any rebuttal, -?r. M f°arshall ?:

REBUTTAL ARGUiM4ENT OUI BEHALF OF PETITIONEIRS

By Mr. ailrshall.

ir, Marshall: Just one or two points, if it please

the Court.

The Chief Justice ; Gc right ahead and take your

tlite.

MYr. Marshall: There are two points. One was thri

question of this empty victory. We have had this argument

in this ca:se from beginning to end, and I think the Court

will remember that the eminent attorney, the late John Davs,

r!-
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in arguing the Drown cases, steod here and argued the story

of the dog carrying the bone across the bridge and looking in

and dropping the bone, and I submit that that argument has

been made to this Court. It has been disposed of in the

Brown case 1 It has no bearing here.

On the question, ir. Justice Black's question about

time to resolve these laws, I hope the Court realizes that as

tne School Board is making that argumei t, that they must have

tim e to get the courts to pass on the .laws that were passed

two years ago. The Legislature is now passing a dozen laws

or so a day,, and I will assume that .n a short time they wilL

be back asking for time to have those aws construed, and that,

it would seem to me,would result in perpotual delay so far as

tn'.s is concerned.

The other question that ir, Butler could not answer

and I cannot answer, but I can only answer from the newspapers,

is that the three Negro children that did apoly to the white

schools were declined admission -- that was in the newspapers --

by superintendent Blossom, and that he intended to maintain

the policy of segregated schools come opening of this school

term.

I do not know how to get it in the record. It is

a mere newspaper statement, but the last thing I would like

to call the Court's attention to, as I construe M'1r. Butler's

argument, except for the fact that he wants time to prepare
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briefs, he seemed to be in complete agreement that the merits

of this case have to be gone into. And I wish to restate

our position on that particular point.

The balancing of these equities, it is not as easy,

as stated. I realize the School Board has a difficult job,

but there is no solution. There are just three things that

were mentioned in the Court of Appeals' decision. One was that

they broke locks off of the lockers, and instead of pinishing

the people that did it, they replaced the locks, and I hate to

mention it in a court of law, but the record shows, and the

Court of Appeals opinion shows that the white children, the

20 or 25, a very small group, started the practice of urinating

on the radiators, and instead of putting the children out they

put the radiators out, and it seems to me that there is no

so.ut.on to this problem that is recognized as a difficult prob-

1c0n, with the only possible solution, to put the Negro kids out

of school.

I do not submit that that is the only solution.

The record in this case will bear that out,. An* so it zeems

to me that whether or not this Court goes into the merits,

certainly these Negro kids and the others that are involved in

the class action are entitled to the most affirmative relief

possible out of this Court before school opens, even if it is

a consideration of the petition of certiorari.,

The Chief Justice: Thank you.

'
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Mr, Solicitor Gene ra1.

ARGUMENT ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED STATES

By Mr. Rankin.

Mr, Rankin: Mr. Ciief Justice, may 1t please the Court,

the Government of the United States has a great interest i tr he

maintenance and the preservation of the public schoo.t system

of this country, and the Govsrnment, that is the Executive

Branch, feels that this Court had that heavily on ito mind where

it passed on the Brown cases. And the time that was given

for the consideration over a period of four dayrs, asking for

briefs especially from the Altorney General of the United statess

and any attorney general of any state, where segregatior was

either authorized or permitted d, and the care that this Court

used in assigning the task oe determining a plan and implementa-_

tion of this opinion of the Court by the local courts that

would know and understand the situation, mc then assigning to

those courts the duty and re3pcnsibility of2' recognizing in each

case equitable principles of law in determining upon the method,

procedure, and timeliness of the action shows the consideration

that this Court gave to the preservation of the public school

system of this country . And if you go back to the Brown

decision and study its terms, you will see that this Court,

with due regard for the almost inestimable value of the public

schools to the American people used every care that it could

conceive to try to protect that system, provided the people who

hi
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were trying to work in the public school system and as state

officials had a du.ty also to preserve it in accordance with

the Cortitution\ of the United States, bet about the task to

try to carry out the Brown decision in good faith at every,

step of' the way.

We all know as lawyers, and the public knows It from

its experience, that the courts have had ecuttable o 'incinles

that theyr have worked with over the centuries , and the court

in the Brown case in a note refers to that f'act, the decisior

of this Court in which that is set out.

And a court oQf equity does not ask people anytime or'

anyplace to do things that are beyond their power, things that;

there caro t do , But they ha vle to try 4 They cannot say , "WeP

are go.ng to stop obeying the laws today. It is difficult.

I do not mean to infer in anY way a criticism of this School

Board, because they have had a terible time . They have had

imposed upon them action by state officials who had duties

exactly contrary to their actions that no school board should

have had to deal with, with this difficult problem. And I am

sure that this Court in the decision in the Brown case, in its

implementation, did not want in any way to lose the public

school system in obtaining and enforcing this principle of

constitutional law. Nor do I believe for one moment that the

two are inconsistent, that it is impossible for all Americans

to have their rights under the Constitution and be treated

I
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equally under the law by the Government in all its varirus

aspects and have to destroy the institution in order to grant

those rights.

There is ample provision in the Brown case implement-

ing the declaration about constitutional law for time if it icy

actually needed in good faith to try to carry out this consti-

tutional principle. It is all there, and no court of equity

in this country would fail to recognize those needs if they

are properly brought to its attention and if the action is in

good faith and everybody according to basic principles of

equitable law has done everything within his power up to that

point to accomplish the Court's decree.

That is when an equity court comes in and acts to

help out someone who has tried and dore his level best in

accordance with all the means at his command and then asks

for some help or relief. At that point when additional tie

is asked for, we think this Court has made it plain that there

cannot be any more off this talk about what the law is.

Is it what the Governor says today or a Senator says

tomorrow or a Governor in a neighboring state says the follow-

ing day? The law is established. This country cannot exist

without a recognition of the Supreme Court of the United States

when it speaks on a legal matter is the. law. But there must

be a start. There must be a recognition that it has got to

be. Then there must be some kind of a start, and I believe



in due regard , in careful consideration of the manifold

diff'icult problems that the South has in this whole area, that

there isn't a place in the country, if they have the w1U.

cianno1t make ame kld o.f a str.y't; mren if it s the smallent

d.rd, toward eolvirg this prohl.em, granting, these rights and

worki1ng then out,

In some places it will tak:e time, longer tm.r~e than

n others, a nd txhi Cr"urt ree-ndnied that, 'and it had the

wisdom to choose the method of" the commnt law, which done not

ay everyonee h a to f'o. lw ne patte'n,, everybody has to

-t this way but it tekee it case by case. They examine

every fact, every factor in th'e community., every problem that

the Boa-d has to deal with that ig reaVl, an d then wortcs out

the plans accord;ngly But you must have a start: You cnnot

ay, "We .are goi ng to find out what the aw i," aind then say,

"W'?hen we ,eally fi;nd out what the lowr i s, we will start snme

day maybe." There hv s got 'o he a goodA f'mai.th contl.nuance

and all resonable mean used as the Government corntends to trv

to carry ont the nlan once you start it..

And above al.= no court of' law in this land, state

or Federal, can cognize that you can ever bow to force and

volence in setting aside, vacating or mod3ifying a decree of

a court. The moment you do that, you give up law and order.

This country cannot afford any such price. No one can,

neither the Southerner, the Westerner, from my country, the

100
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far est or the East.

We have paid too great a price not only as Americans,

but the human race, to come this far along the aroad cf lrful

action and a rule of law to 1give it up win someonee, even a

smal. group as in this case, only 25 in the school, used force

and violence to scare out the enforcement of a court order.

And then any hanga must provide active steps and

progress during that modification. You cannot just hold it

all in abeyance and say, 'Ma be the climate will change , ilaybe

more people will agree so we can see where the wave of opinion

is, whether it is with the courts or against them, when we

start to erg force the law"

It is agreed in thi s ase that this Court has the

pow..er to take the action that :i proposed, and we think that

you have to start back at the Lemley decision.

We think that is whero the error occurred, that thet'e

was a duty on the part of Judge Lernley to stay his order be-

cause he was changing the status quo. The Negroes were in

this school. They were under the plan at the time of his

decision, and so at that point when he was taking them out

of the school, he was changing the status quo, and that is

where the error occurred. N ow we think there is no reflection

on the Eighth Circuit in setting aside the stay of the Eighth

Circuit because we believe that that court had in mind that

in the ordinary procedure this matter would reach this Court

ii
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and that probably this issue should be decided at least

by denial of certiorari by this Court in the finl analysis,

and with that in mind, but with this Court sitting as a

complete Court, we think that there could be no purpose in

leaving that order in effect, because the Court could determine

this matter properly whether there was a basis for certiorar;,

and then proceed accordingly.

Justice Whittaker: But wouldn't it be unusual

for us to do so in the absence of actually having a petitior

for certiorari?

Mr. Rankin: Yes, it would be a very unusual action,

and I hope I can argue to justify such an unusual action.

It is not unprecedented, as Counsel has conceded, but it is

very unusual for this Court 6

Justice Frankfurter; Have we ever passed on a peti-

tion for certiorari when it was not before us?

Mr . Rankin: No, Mr . Jus tice Frankfurter . You have

asked that it be filed but --

Justice Frankfurter: That is a very different thing

Mr. Rankin: During argument.

Justice Frankfurter: That is a very different thing

Mr. Rankin: You haw passed uron the question of

stay by passing upon the merits in the Iucy Caseg

Justice Frankfurter; That is another, differ ent

situation.

.

.
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10. Rankin: That is right. We have gone into the

merits of this case w4.th the belief that we felt that that

was our duty to the Court, be cause one of the great elements,

om of the important elementE of the question of the stay is

the probability of success or, appeal, and the courts have

said that, this Court ind others, many times, that if there

is no reasonable probability of success on appeal, then the

stay should not be granted.

So we felt that we had to face up before the Court

to the question of whether or not there was a reasonable basis

for this Court to gra:at any relief on a petition of certiorari

on the merits, or we had to say to the Court a stay is

reasonable even though in bal.ancing the equities we might

lean toward going back to preserve the status quo that existed

when Judge Leml.ey started it s

We would still have to say to the Court that if there

was something ifn the merits of this case that deserved it,

that a stay might be reasonable and it would be an entirely

different argument. So we have addressed our selves to the

proposition that there is nothing to this case that would

justify this Court ever granting certiorari or acting upon

the merits of it, and there is no probable success that could

be obtained by the petitioners in this action, because under

the law they are not entitled to relief at the hands of this

Court.
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the implementation of the decree or any act of these colored

children, but was due to these people using these unlawful

acts of violence and force to try to defeat the decree, the

decision of this Court and its implementation, and that that

could never be a ground for any kind of relief,

Cf course, this Court already anticipated th t in

Brown, saying the vitality of the decision could not be imnpediect

by any opposition on the par' of' the populace, as has been

argued before this Court.

The Court went into, in some det ail, examples of

various types of problems that it anticipated the school

districts might have that could be considered not merely in

the implementation of the original order or plan, but for

changes. As time developed, it showed that those changes

became necessary in the operation of the plan. But of course,

nothing like force and violencee or opposition to the decision

itself was recognized.

AL
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that. I don't mean to, in these rem arks, to criticize the

School Board. I do not want it to be construed in that t an-

ner. But, I do think--and the government takes the position -

that the S: ool Board did not exhaust all of the things tiiat

tn ey could have done to try to solve this situation, and tiiey

probably could not be blamed for the cause of the harass..ent

that they suffered.

But when you consider the matter Ln a court > equity,

you have to recognize that 5s a prine fir.u consideration,

nave they exhausted the varLous steps ta t they iight take to

carry opt the Court order before they ask for retmedia' rel Lei'

against it2

There are two respecta that the school district did

not do what it ;might have. They are referred to by trhe Cout+

of Appeals. One was to seek a Hoxi.e or Clinton-type of'

injunction against the acts of people who we:re making all ne

trouble for them,;.

It is clear in the record that they knew tre na.:s of

the various people and the organizations that were engaged in

tne opposition and the leaders participating in it.

That is clear. So they had the ability and it canet

be gainsaid that they were officers of the State of Arkansas.

It was their official duty to do what they could and

they should have resorted to the courts and gotten such an
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injunction and we believe that would nave made a m aterial

difference. If after such an injunction, there was violatLorn

to such an extent that the lawful forces in the area, who,

bear in mind, had the primary responsibility in tni country to

maintain law and order, cou:.d not *maintain law and or'er, anua

the other forces that might be called upon, the assistant3

of the Federal Government ujere anable, then y ou would jave a

different situation for an equity court to conaldcr.

They didr t do that, and that is an Important a d

that they auld havc obta.ined for' tii>e:.slves bero'e Ley

appealed to the court.

There is no questio-i bat what ther= u.ild nave been

r imer discipline wVithin tlo 3cirool, itself, and that it wu.d

hiave aided materially ir r .intaiLnjn tei educat tonal proc si:J

on the level that these cnildre'n, boti wnlt. ano col ored, w _':

entitled to.

3ut when you talk aoiut a deteuioratioi er the

educational process in this school, it see-.s to .e tnait on. e

the things that all educators, certainly teachers, would

recognize, is that part of the educational process is the

attitude and conduct of the teachers, the personnel of the

school and the children themselves, and part of their re-

sponsibility is to get across to these teachers and for the

teachers to get across to the children and tnose that are

in the educational process, the responsibility to enforce the
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laws; that we do live in a country wnecte we seek to maintain

law and order for thle benefit of all the people, that ta e

Constitution and each of the rights that every citizen has

under it, is precious to every Qne of us, not just the rignts

that I like and want for me, or that you like and want for you,

but all of them for every man and woman.

And tnat if you teach these children in Little {Rock

or any other place in the country tnat as soon as you get some

force and violence, the courts; of law in tliLs country are

o ing to bow to it, they have no powr : to aeal with it, they

w"ill gLve way to it, .ill change ever ytvin6 to accommodate

that, I tnink that you destroyj the whole educational Lurocess

then and tne'e-

1., out of this diff hulty and undrcsi~red' s Ltuat.on,

the people of Little :ock and tih5es children, who should' t

be hurt by these proble:."s, learn that corstitutional rights

rin this country are precious, that ti:ey :;ave a duty to these

laagro boys and giris in this coi..xunLty to help them get tiieir

constitutional rLghts, ani this constitutiona. right ha~pns

to be the right to enter a school that isn't segregated, but

some day they will want other constitutional rights and be

able to exercise tre., freedom. of speech, and tne press, and

everything else that we consider zo wonderful in our ford o

gcvern.sent, and you can't tear down a part of those rights

without losing others in the process, and there isn 't any
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part of this country that doesnt have a tremendous stake

in maintaining each and all of those rights for all of its

people,

And I ar confident that as the years i;o by, tih

people of the Southas a people, will realize that they have

a stake in each American citizen being a ull citizen witn

full and complete rights lite every other, and they will be

anxious to support and fight for that at every opportunity.

It seems to re tnat we are now at the cro~ssroads

in this important question. "Toe people of the country .a:

entitled to a definitive statement irorm this Court as to

whether or not force and violence, opposition to the Court '

decision, are grounds for not merely getting a modification

to try to adapt to real problem s after they have exhausted

their remedies, but to just ho.d everything up and gu back-

ward a step, taking everybcdy ou t that you have tried to

put in,

And the basic question, al there really is in the

case, is whether or not we stand as a govee nment of the Unitci

States in all of its power and strength as well as its con -

sideration of the difficulties and problems that are real th at

the people have in trying to carry out court orders, we in-

sist that there must be a rule of law that we will not abandon

for a moment the heritage that has been delivered up to us by

the efforts of rnian over centuries, Thank you.
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The Chief Justice: Mr. Marshall, do you have any-

thing to say in response to the Solicitor General?

Mdr. Marshall: No, sir, your Honor.

The Chief Justice: Ir. Butler, do your

REBUTTM\L ARGUMENT ON HALF OF RESPONDENTS

By Mr. Butter.

Ir. Butler: Yes, si?. if the Court please, we

likewise do not want to be critical of the Attorney General's

office, but we have sole ideas about where it may tail in

a few instances.

in the Honorable Mr . Rankin is sunwation, he says

.n one part, of the argument that this Court should give a de-

finitive statement, and then he argues strongly that unques-

ti.nably the writ of certiorari would be denied,,

lt seems to me that that is a rather inconslstent

position to take because if the writ is denied, I think cu-

tomarily, al; least, there are two words, "writ denied."

I don't see how a definitive action inn the par t of

this Court or a definitive decision, opinion, could be rendered

under those circumstances which Fir. Rankin advocates,

Now, I have some dif ficulty in f allowing just exact-

ly the position that the Government is taking in this thing,

I don't get the same impression from a very hurried reading,

it is true. We only received the Government's brief this

morning. We have only had time to scan it. But I don't quite
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get the consistency of the statements in the brief as against

his admission that everyone has conceded that the Little Rock

School Board has acted in good faith.

Now, he made the statement that there should be

good faith. The courts have found that the Little Rock School

Board in all instances has acted in good faith.

It has found many other things which the Circuit

Court of Appeals finds no fault with Judge Leuley's findings,

among which is that this School Board cannot operate under the

conditions which it faces as of' this time1c, unless troops

are stationed in the building and outside the grounds.

Now, he states that it is ti:e to co.e in and ask

for equitable relief when all has been done within the power

ef the School Board. We submit that this record through

and everything that this School Board has done has not only

been in good faith, but they have gone to the point to try to

carry out the United States Supreme Court orders and the

orders of the lower Federal courts to the extent of being

harassed and humiliated aiong their own people.

They have done that day by day. They were faced with

the situation in September of 1957, as we pointed out earlier,

of troops being ordered in by one commander and then troops

being ordered in by somebody else, and those troops remain,

and in spite of that, the Little Rock School Board, after

it got into really the school year of operating, hoping all
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along that maybe the situation would resolve itself where

troops would be unnecessary, they went clear from the first

part of September, clear to the latter part of7 February, be-

fore going into the Court cf Equity and asking for relief.

We submit that that is good faith. We subm~rit that

they were entitled to equitable relief under those circum-

stances.

Justice Frankfurter: Mr. Butler, isnit there a

difference between good faith in the sense of sincere, honestly

entertained conviction, and good faith in throwing up your

hands and saying, "We can't do anything against force?"

Mr. Butler: Yes, sir, I think a distinction could

be made there, your Honor, I do indeed .

Justice Black: May I ask, do you conceive of this

as being a charge merely that the School Board of Arkansas

has denied equal protection or a charge that the State of

Arkansas has denied equal protection?

Mr. Butler: Well, of course, it is the School Board

that takes the brunt of it, and the charge is that the School

Board, some people have made the charges and I understand that

from the Solicitor General, that the School Board hasn t

done everything that it should.

Now, the fact is, the realities of the situation

are that NAACP, which has rather vast resources and certainly

able legal counsel, had a perfect right to come in and ask for
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injunctive relief and it did not do so. The Justice Depart-

ment had every right to put forth any criminal actions that

were in order, and it did not do so, and now we have tne Proeli-

dent of the United States saying that the process should go

slower, if we are to read the newspapers accurately and i1f

the newspapers reported it accurately.

Now, that is exactly the position that the Littie

Rock School Board is taking. We are not arguing, and 1 hope

the Court does not misunderstand this -- the School Boaird has

recognized from the beginning, and still does, first that the

ultimate decision of any question of' thLs kind is a question

of law and that the final decision of the Urnitcd States

Supreme Court must stand:

We have never argued otherwise.

Furthermore, we say, though, that until such tluu

and under the words of the decision itself, we should be

given ample time within which to try to resolve these prob-

1ems in an atmosphere of calm, rather than of hysteria.

Justice Frankfurter: Will you 3orrec't n' - mi T

arm wrong, Mr. Butler?

In concluding theFt the position of the School Board

from the time of its original incubation of its plan, its

submission to the court, et oters, et cetera, has never taken the

position that there is any reason for not carrying out the

plan except the interposition of force, not of its own
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choosing, but obstructing the orderly process of what it had

planned in its original program was the obstruction of force.

Is that a fair summary of the situation?

Mr. Butler No, sir, I don't think it is, your

Honor.

Justice Frankfurter: Correct me.

M1r. ButlerI For this reason: The plan itself was

to have been somewhat flexi.ble. The Schoo'. Board recognized

that they could not set down hard and fast rules. They felt,

and they earnestly felt, that they could be of help in showing

the way, you might say, to the people there that the decision

of the United States Supreme Court had to be carried out,

and their purpose was two-fold.

First, to mairta:.n a public school system, and,

second, to carry out the orders of the Federal court or any

other court in the jurisdiction.

Justice Frankfurter: And so they began with the

high school?

Mr. Butler: Yesz sir.

Justice Frankfurt.er: And they were going to stagger

it?

Mr, Butler; Yes, sir.

Justice Frankfurter: They were going to gain ex-

perience through the introduction of non-discrimination in

the high schools.

I, ;



But what I want to know is was that plan frustrated

or obstructed not by any educational experience or to the

extent that there was educational experience, tension, et cetera,

the causative factor, the real reason was not anything due to

the plan of the Board of the experience gained thereunder,

but what happened through outsiders, isnit that correct?

Mr . Butler: I don ° t know what was in the thinking

of each School Board member.

Justice Frankfurter: I am not talking about the

thinking, but at no point is there any document in which they

said, "We have now had experience, educational experience,

and the plan which we matured and which began to be operative

in the school year of 57, experience ncw shows us that edu-

cationally speaking, that is not a sound plan."

Is there anything to suggest that the thinking of

the School Board as originally contrived and devised and

formulated was changed because of educational experiences rather

than because beginning with the Governor ; intervention through

troops, outside forces begar. to frustrate and block the carry-

ing out of what the School Board had agreed upon?

Mr. Butler. I would say educational forces, pro-

cesses, if you are going to use a broad term, because the

School Board was faced with certain realities --

Justice Frankfurter: Yes, but those realities are

attributable, if you are going to trace them to their causes,
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it wasn t any educational experience, it wasn't the feeling

that you couldn't have colored children with white children,

educationally speaking, but because of the intervention of

outside force, forces were brought into play which obstructed

that which they had so carefully planned.

Mr. Butler: Well, that is a difficult thing to

answer because I say again it is so intertwined. They don t

Know why they failed. They don't know, they can't point to

any one thing. They know this, though.

The School Board :cnows that they were raced not with

theories, but with realities3, such as armed troops parading

in the halls ard an the grcuns of one of their schools.

Justice Frankfurter: I accept that.

Mr. Butler: Now ";hat to me then, to answer your

question, that is an educat:.onal factor in the broad sense.

Justice Frankfurter: I should say, as a consequences

of those conditions, educati.ona. results follow 1. You can t

teach if you are going to have troops in the clanuroom.

Mr. Butler: That was exactly the feeling of Judge

Lemley, and Judge Lemley found, and there has been nothirng to

the ,contrary, that that is likely what will happen again.

Justice Frankfurter: But it wasn't the School

Board that interjected the armed forces, was it?

Mr. Butler: No, sir. The School Board didn't ask

for them, but there were times there when I think I am correct
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in saying that they were glad that somue force was there to

protect order and keep people fron being injured.

Now the Solicitor General tries to cotipare Hoxie,

Arkansas, and Clinton, Tennessee.

There is absolutely no corparison, and if anyone

has been in those places, you can readily recognize than

there is not.

In the first place, you have an entirely different

number of people involved.
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You have a much smaller school.

You have a school board in that place, in both of

those places dealing directly with the people that they and

everyone else could put their finger on as interfe'ing with

them. That was not the case in Little Rock.

The School Board does not know who all was inter-

fering with it. And for Couasel to say that the record shows

that there were only 25 students involved, that is not an

accurate statement, for this reason: There was some testimony

that said that they felt there might have been as many as 25

ring leaderE, but if you replaced those 25, there would be

25 more like them. And the :'act is, and this oIf course is un-

disputed, that there were 202 students that this School Board

suspended because they walked out in opposition to this.

Now we submit that therecord shows that this school

board did use as firm measures as school boards ordinarily

can and should.

It had no police powers. It had no troops. It had

no plainclothesmen. It had nio one like that. It has absolutely

no duty in our concept of the law to go out and preserve the

public peace. That is not its function. It is not equipped

to do that, and I think there can be no successful argument

that it ever should be, that the school board should be equipped

to maintain n peace and order within a community.

Now in effect the School Board did do more in

118
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Little Rocc to try to work this thing out than either the Justice

Department or the petitioners themselves. Ue say again, and

we emphasize, that we do not criticize them any more than they

criticize us for failing to do some of the things that other

people might have agreed should be done or people would argue

now should be done from the standpoint of hindsight rather

than foresight. But the face; is that no one in the Government

brought any criminal actions.

There jas constant consultation between the two

trying to work out problems, but nothing was done. The Schotl

Board did not advocate thatthey do anything. They did not

advocate because they are no; law enforcement officers.

They werte trying as bes't there cold to operate the school

system

N ow we point out again that the School Bard wias left

on the horns of a dilemma, and the fact is, and it ha never'

been disputed, that this School Board is in an untenable position,

and all we are asking, all we are asking at this time, is Jfor

time to try to do those things and work out these prdclems

that may bring peace and harmony, and do it in a period of

calm when it can be done and not in a period of turmoil and

strife. Even in cases -- and I do not want to argue the

merits of this thing again, but it is a fact that even in

cases -- where defendants are found to have violated anti-trust

laws, and in those cases someone's constitutional rights
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were always involved, or their legal rights, as much as five

years or more, in many cases people are given time within which

to dispose of holdings and do it in an orderly fashion.

That is the whole purpose.

Now shall the courts deny citizens in a community

a reasonable opportunity to :each these solutions in a period

of calm and quiet rather tha:1 with troops present and in an

atmosphere of strife and turmoil? Shall the courts close the

door on those who earnestly aend conscientiously plead for

an opportunity to seek answers in a cliima e of calm? Shall

the courts force private citizens and officials and genera.

assemblies to make decisions when the air is charged with

emotions? Any such impatiens attitude by courts would cer-

tainly not be in keeping wit.1 the decision in this case where

it was stated that flexible principles of equity in adjusting

and reconciling public needs should come into being.

Can it be logical; argued that the ruling of this

Court can be carried out as phis Court said it should in

an effective manner when schools are closed, or if operated

at all, with armed troops parading not onl, the ground, but

the halls and classrooms themselves? Patience and forbearance

for a short while might save our public school system in

Little Rock, which was once the pride of our community. To

vacate the stay order might as effectively destroy our public

school system under the present atmosphere, and if not given
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building in the District and lighted the fvaen oc by one .

Only this Court has the answer , One answer loads

to the i mediate destructionz ir our best Judgment of our publi1

school program in Little ocek, depriving white and Negro

students alike of their search for an educate. on. The othrw

answer without depriving these petitIoners cf any tangzible:

rights or' benefI.ts gives a recess fromin tu2Tn 1l arnd the oIpet

of acceptable solutions.,

This is the answer we prayerA i; seek

The Chief Justice' Gent.ernen, we all camie to,;ether

on rather short notice and X know the 'Court would have mC

thank both I-ir., marshall and Mr, Butler for your oble andi heL r l.i

arguments made on such short notice .

Mr. Solicitor Gceneral, the Co .t n': lnceed :ncobtee

to you for your coopera- iUe and able avnrgment in this case

Gentlemen, we are going to take a reces until -3c,

In this matter and we wi.l. ask you to e tu:r1 at trat t iu,

please.

(Whereupon, at 3:35 o'clock p.m., the court was

recessed until 5:00 o'clock p m , the same day.)
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AFTE. R~lS2 '5:10 pJm..

The Chief Justice; The Court in referencee has

deter'mined upon the foll owing ordec:

Having considered the oral argwieue nus, the' (:;rt 1

in agreement with the view expr d b; Counsel fo the

respective parties and by the Solicto' General that 2etltloai-

ers present application respecting the st ay/ of the mandate

of the Court of Appeals and of the order r of the Di.st rtic t Couirt

of June 21, l958, necessarily involves conzicerationA of the

merits of the Court of Appeals' doc i.on 2r:.verAin the order

o. J-Udge Lemiey.

TPhe Court is advised :aat the openL. n; dte of tne

h! ,h Si.jchc1 ;ijll be eotembeLt 1 t1. Inf light of this an.zd

re' )esentations made by Cournsel Gor the 6 :.hol loar~d au to the

Board 's plan for filing its peticion Vor' cot.! or'a'K, the

Court makes the following order

(1) The School Board's petitior for ce .tiorari ma1?

be filed not later than Sep'tember 8th, 195u..

(2) The briefs of both parties on the mrer Lts may

be filed not later than September 10th, 1:)56.

(3) The S3olicitor Gcneral is invited to file a

brief by September 10th, 1953, and to present oral arguments

at the hearing if he is so advised.

(4) The Rules of the Court requiring printing of

the petition, briefs and record are dispensed with,

I:-
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(5) Oral argument upon the petition for certiorari

is set for September llth, 19 5, at 12:00 o ' clock noon.

(6) Action on the Petitionert s application a';diroioodc

to the stay of the mandate of the Court of Appeals and to t he

stay of the order of the District Court of Junie 21, 19.5,

is deferred pending the disposition of the petition foa

certiorari du.y filed in accordance with the fo eoing schedule 0.

Copies of the orderr Will be available at the Clerk 's off ico la

a few moments.

(Whe'reupon at 5:14 t 'clock p .. t* he Court was

adjournOed.)


